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TITLE:- A Multivariate Analysis of Two Types of Confonning Behavior 
PROBLEM: What variables constitute the personality pattern of those persons who 
"confonn" to either expert or group pressure? 
METHOn: PHASE I 
Utilizing seventeen (17) variables, 118 subjects shall be placed in 
an "Asch-type" or "Crutchfield-type" situation, utilizing a modified 
Tuddenham apparatus. "Discriminant weights" shall be derived via use 
of the Step-wise M•lltiple Discriminant Function Analysis. All data 
shall be processed via IBt1 1401, with FORTRAN FOUF. language. 
PHASE II 
These data shall be then used to predict the behaviors of 217 subjects 
in identical conformity-situations, thus validating the discriminant 
weights and their predictive efficacy. Chi Square data analysis is 
indicated. 
A narrative description, quantified and validated, shall be written to 
describe the personality patterns of persons who "conform" both to 
group and to expert pressure, and of persons who "do not confonn" to 
these types of pressure. 
STATUS: Data has been collected, statistically analyzed, and the writing 
process (Turabian's Manual) is tmde~vay. 
SUBMITTED: 3-2-71 
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ABSTRACT 
A Multivariate Analysis Of Two Types Of 
Conformity Behaviors 
by 




A review d research concerning conformity behaviors revealed a need 
for large sample, multivariate approaches. 
To that end, seventeen variables were utilized {birth order, chronological 
agev sex, race, IQ, socioeconomic status, geographic area uf residencer religion, 
anxiety, dogmatism, rigidity, acquiescence, ego strength, confidence, extroversion/ 
introversion, impulsivity, and neuroticism) to describe the behaviors of 104 subjects 
in a Tuddenham-type setting wherein the subjects were randomly assigned to either 
11 Asch-type" {group pressure) or "Crutchfield-type" {expert pressure) treatment 
conditions. 
Utilizing a stepwise multiple discriminant function analysis, discriminant 
weights were derived. The variable of rigidity was not found to be a valid 
predictor. 
With the discriminant weights and the sixteen predictive second-order 
variables, 218 subjects were randomly assigned to treatment conditions end their 
"conforming" or 11 not-conforming 11 behaviors were pr~dicted. The data of eleven 
subjects who correctly perceived the contrived nature of the exper'iment were· 
not included. 
Of the 123 subjects subjected to 11 expert pressure, 1' 85 were not-conformers. 
Chi-SqJL.re analysis of the "expert pressure 11 data yields c significant difference 
at the . 20 Level of Confidence. Of the 95 subjects subjected to 11 group pressure, 11 
45 were conformers and 50 were not-conformers. Chi-Square was not significant. 
. . 
Conformers to "expert pressure 11 were correctly identified 74 per cent of 
the time; conformers to "grcup pressure" were correctly identified 62 per cent 
of the time. Thus, it appears that conforming behaviors are predictable 
providing a multivariate method is used conjointly with a discriminant function 
analysis of the data. 
The most difficult behavior to correctly predict is not-conforming to "expert 
pressure, 11 with but 32 per cent correct. Too, but 40 per cent of the not-conforming 
to "group pressure 11 was correct! y p;edi cted. 
Conformers to 11 expert pressure" were seen as typically being first-born, 
20.8 year old Caucasian males or females with an IQ of 114. Their parents were 
high school graduates or above, and were either professional persons, business 
proprietors, or managers, etcetera. Their geographic area of residence was 
Rural East North Central United States, but this finding may be due to sampling 
error. Protestants were more frequently observed (n = 54) than Roman Catholics 
(n = 28). The conformers were slightly above average in anxiety and dogmatism. 
Average acquiescence 1 ego strength, and confidence were noted. low impulsivity 
was seen, and they were slightly extroverted. As a group, they were more neurotic 
than an average subject. 
Not-con formers to 11 expert pressure 11 were seen as first-born 21 • 5 year old 
Caucasian maler. with an IQ of 119. No clear socioeconomic status was noted 
due to extreme scatter. The geographic area of residence was Rural East North 
Central United States. They were predominantly Prctestant subjects. 
They were less anxious than conforn.ers, less dogmatic, and less acquiescent. 
They did not differ significantly in ego strength, confidence or impulsivity. 
However, they were more introverted and decidedly less neurotic than their 
conformer counterpart. 
Conformers to 11group pressure 11 were equally likely to be either a first 
or second-born 21 year old male or female Caucasian Protestant with an IQ of 
116. 
They were more anxious than an average subject. Dogmatism, acquiescence, 
ego strength, neuroticism, and extroversion/introversion were average. As a 
group, they were slightly more confident. 
Subjects who were not-conformers to "group pressure 11 were seen as second-
born 21.5 year old females with an IQ of 116. Two-thirds of these subjects were 
Protestant; one-third were Roman Catholic. No obvious socioeconomic status 
could be ascertained. They were less anxious than conformers to "group pressure. 11 
No significant differences were noted in dogmatism, acquiescence, ego strength, 
confidence, impulsivity or extroversion/introversion. They were less neurotic 
than their conformer counterpart. 
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A multidimensional descriptive study of the personality 
patterns of subjects typified by two types of conforming 
behavior and two types of not-conforming behavior. A 
technique for predicting such behaviors is developed by 
use of the multiple discriminant function analysis, using 
seventeen organismic variables. The descrip·tion of the 




In modern society one can observe multitudinous 
instances of human behaviors being molded, altered, and 
irrevocably affected by varied influences. Of particular 
concern to many is the effect of "social pressure" and 
"expert opinion." Needless to say, "conforming behavior" 
greatly transcends any human parameter. 
1 
What, we might ask, characterizes those who "go along 
with the ~rowd" as opposed to those who do not? What 
ipsative or idiographic variables contribute to "giving in," 
to "yielding," to "believing," etcetera? 
If those in the professions of education and social 
science could ascertain, via rigorous scientific methodology, 
specific variables that could be manipulated to permit mankind 
to resist "pressure" and to think for himself with independent 
logic, might not a better world possibly ensue? 
As a behavioral phenomenon, "social pressure" has 
received increasing attention over the past three decades. 
From the classic works of Sherif (1935), Asch (1951, 1956), 
and Crutchfield (1955) have come extensively researched 
theories regarding the qualities, effects and types of 
social pressure. Sherif (1935, 1948) was concerned with 
the effects of social factors "coming from without" such 
as suggbstion and group pressure, and of such internal 
2 
factors as motivation and attitudes, as they might affect 
a person's perception in the "autokinetic phenomenon" 
situation. Asch (1951, 1956) investigated the effects of 
group pressure upon one's judgment, and in his studies~ 
typically, a single subject was influenced by the jungments 
of a unanimous majority. Crutchfield (1955) utilized another 
methodology wherein a number of subjects could be tested 
simultaneously via an electrical apparatus, thus pernitting 
standardized situations for each subject. There appear to 
be numerous factors that contribute to social pressure, 
including broad areas such as interpersonal relationships, 
personality variables, and the very nature c' the social 
pressure situation itself. (Chipman, 1966) 
Hollander and Willis (1967) con~ented on the use of 
value judgments by the behavioral scientist and on the 
somewhat :. :c: · · tricted approaches in conformity studies. In 
their opini.::,n behavioral scientists should not make value 
judgments about the desirability or lack of desirability 
of conformity in human behavior. They also recommend that 
research in this general area should be characterized by a 
broad, multidimensional investigation which would not attempt 
to isolate narrow, segmented aspects of the conforming 
personality. Rather, multivariate research is advised in 
an attempt to ascertain the global construction of the 
conformer personaiity pattern. To that end, this research 
would center itself around the question of ascertaining 
exactly what the variables and pattern of variables are that 
3 
describe the person who will conform to social pressure. 
A review of the considerable literature involving 
conformity behavior points to two basic unresolved problems. 
First, the problem of trying to determine precisely which 
personality trait is present when conforiaity occurs has 
resulted in many small studies dealing with but one or two 
independent variables. This further has resulted in 
contradictory findings, and there are many differing 
statements as to which variables do, in fact, relate to 
conformi·ty. Secondly, there have be:en numerous investiga-
tions described as "Asch-type," where a subject is influenced 
by group opinion, as well as "Crutchfield-type" stt:.dies in 
which subjects are manipulated by the use of simulated 
influences. There apparently has not been an investigation 
of the specific personality patterns of subjects in both of 
these unique experimental conditions done by the same 
researcher. It would appear that there is, in fact, not a 
single entity known as a conformer, and that the behavior 
manifested in an "Asch-type" situation might very well not 
be seen in the same subject when he is placed in a 
"Crutchfield-type" experiment. 
It is the aim of this research to ascertain the 
specific personality characteristics of those people who 
do indeed conform or not conform when influenced by "group 
pressure 11 or by 11 expert pressure." "Group pressure 11 is an 
experimentally-contrived situation wherein the independent 
•, • • '• I I~' ' , • : , to ', , ·~_.:_ • ' • 
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jucgrnent of a naive subject is "placed under pressure" by 
the uniformly falsa answers of other subjects (Crutchfield, 
1955) , and "expert pressure" is a slmilar situation except 
that another person ser\i~s as an "expert" and is known to 
be "apt" at the experimen·tal task. (Luchins, 1961) It is 
anticipated that, in fact, there is more than one conformer 
personality pattern, and the exact type of situation in 
which one finds himself will also determ1ne whether one 
does not conform. 
Factors Affecting Conformity 
Am~ng the interpersonal factors investigated previously 
are such variables as the size of the group, the subject's 
status, the effect of peer group versus non-peer group, and 
the public nature of the commitment involved in stating a 
conforming opinion, et cetera. Personality factors have 
provided perhaps the majority of research works and also 
the most contradictory results. 
Demographic Variables 
Personality dynamics. The studies by Breger (1963), 
Hoffman (1953), and Mussen and Kagan (1958) have identified 
the central role of repressive ego-defenses in the conforming 
individual. According to Breger's research (1963), 
"Conformity is conceptualized as part of an ego-defensive 
process centered around the repression of hostility," and 
he points to "the usefulness of conceptualizing acquiescence 
to group pressure in terms which incorporate the portion of 
psychoanalytic theory concerned with defensive processes." 
Covert hostility (Breger, 1963) is said to correlate with 
conformity. Asch's (1962) observations that the conforming 
subjects tend to block from awareness and distort the 
pressure in the group situation and in their own conforming 
responses emphasize defenses as central to the personality 
of the conformer. 
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The phenomenon of anxiety has been a fruitful research 
area. The findings, however, vary from study to study. 
Walters (1960) and Meyers (1962) indicate a positive 
relationship between conformity and high anxiety levels. 
The conditions under which the behavior did or did not 
occur were not standarized, however. Meyers and Hohle 
(1962), using a simulated group procedure, report a small 
but significant correlation between conformity and anxiety 
as assessed by the Sarason-Mandler TAQ. Walters, Marshall, 
and Shooter (1960) tested adolescent youths with the 
autokinetic apparatus and found that those who reported 
themselves as "anxious" on a "scale" adapted from Schacter 
were more susceptible to social influence. Mangan (1959, 
1960) and Holder (1958) report that high anxiety is 
characterized not by more, but indeed by less conformity. 
Holder (1958) correlated the "conformity scores" on his 
Inventory of Value Integration with the Welch Anxiety Index 
on the MMPI and found that low conformers had the lowest 
anxiety mean. With subjects in a Crutchfield-type apparatus, 
DiVesta and Cox (1960} found a significant correlation of 
.17 between anxiety scores on the Manifest Anxiety Scale 
and conformity. Mangan, Quartermain and Vaughan (1960) 
utilized an Asch-type setting and found that "under strong 
pressure conditions" those sur,jects who had high scores on 
the 'I'aylor Scale of Manifest Anxiety conformed less than 
subjects wi·th low anxiety scores. 
There does not appear to have been a definitive 
experiment to resolve these conflicting findings. 
6 
Smith (1961) found that one's ego strength was related 
to one's perceived competence, and that those subjects with 
high ego strength yielded less under pressure. Weiner's 
(1958) results would seem to corroborate this, for he found 
that subjects with a high "Certainty Scale Score" were more 
certain of their judgment of ten mimeographed ambiguous 
designs and did not change their judgments as frequently as 
those subjects with a low "Certainty Scale Score." 
Social Factors 
Subjects described as being of "indefinite status" 
insofar as their popularity was concerned were found to 
yield more than either the "popular" or "unpopular" subjects 
(Wilson, 1966). Strickland (1962) found that conformity 
under simulated group pressure conditions wa~ a result of 
the subject's need for social approval. Feldman and 
Goldfried (1962), using a modified Asch-type situation, 
classified subjects on the basis of an "independent score" 
that was pre-determined by the subject's agreement or 
non-agreement with an "incorrect" majority response. "High 
independent subjects" tended to make significantly more 
~ ''..~ " ' ' •' ' ' • r; 
J • ,·• • • • ' 
• • • J ' • 
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independent choices, while the "Low independent" group 
tended to go along with the majority. Gross {1959) 
indicates that "differential social pressure" will result 
in different amounts of conformity in subjects described 
as "insecure. " He defines !'strong pressure" as the subject 
having to make a public judgment before his influencing 
peers, 11 intermediate pressure" as a not-public judgment 
being made before the influencing peers, and "weak pressure" 
as a private judgment being made without peer influence. 
"Strong pressure 11 was found to produce the largest number 
of conforming responses in a guessing task. 
Dogmatism 
Harvey (1963) utilized a multivariate approach, wherein 
he varied the type of influence as well as the stimulus 
magnitude. In his opinion, "conformity is a complex 
adjustment to both situational and personality factors." 
In a simulated group situation, he found that "high 
dogmatism" on the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale conformed more 
than did the "low dogmatics." Lefcourt (1962), in assessing 
readiness for therapy in narcotic addicts, did indeed find 
that those subjects considered to have the greatest 
"potential for change" had the lowest scores on Rokeach's 
Dogmatism Scale {1954) . 
Authoritarian personality 
Unfortunately, research with this variable has yielded 
contradictory findings. Youniss (195B) reports finding no 
correlation between authoritarian characteristics and 
8 
conforming behavior. Vidulich (1961} indicates that subjects 
described as "high authoritarian" persons agree more with 
high status sources, indicating that the source of the 
information is a relevant variable. Steiner (196 3} poir:ts 
out that an authoritarian personality does not necessarily 
conform in a situation; rather, he may ne a non-conformer 
when his associates are not unanimous in their opinions. 
Rigidity 
The personality characteristic of rigidity, implying 
a lack of flexibility in behavior and attitude, has 
apparently not been included in previous multivariate 
research concerning conformity. 
Sex of subject 
As a determining variable in conformity behavior 
research, the sex of the subject has received considerable 
attention. Numerous studies (Tuddenham, 1958; DiVesta, 
1960; Patel, 1960; Allen, 1963; Peterson, 1963) have yielded 
the general finding that females are more susceptible to 
influence and do conform more than males. 
IQ 
Intelligence, when considered as a predictor variable, 
h?S yielded somewhat less than consistent findings. Youniss 
.~J58} found that in a group situation there was no 
correlation between IQ and conformity. Other works 
(Ratcliffe, 1956; DiVesta, 1960; Peterson, 1963; Smith, 
1964) indicate generally that there is an inverse 
relationship between conformity and intelligence. In a 
study dealing with bright and dull children, Lucito (1964) 
also reported such an inverse relationship. 
Age of subject 
This factor has not been as frequent a topic for 
research as one might expect. However, DiVesta (1960) 
reports a negative correlation between conformity and 
subject's age. 
Birth order 
Conflicting results ara seen from studies utilizing 
birth order as a predictor of behavior. Becker (1966) 
9 
found a differentia~ manner of response in certain subjects, 
in that first-born subjects were more responsive to 
normative, group influence than were later-born subjects. 
These later-born were found to be more responsive to 
informational influences. Thorne (1963) indicated that 
birth order did not influence conformity behavior. 
?xperimental Situation Variables 
The conditions under which conformity behavior has 
been produced vary considerably in type. They have ranged 
from the classic studies of Asch (1951, 1956) wherein a 
single subject was influenced by a unanimous group of 
supposed peers, to the work of Crutchfield (1955) and his 
machine-manipulation of groups of subjects. Peer and/or 
group influence, "expert opinion," the amount of personal 
commitment, et cetera, have all been used a~ experimental 
variables in atten~ting to predict conforming behaviors. 
Reward and punishment as independent variables have 
yielded diverse results. French (1960) indicates that 
coercive power and punishment cause conformity. Gorfein 
(1960) reports, however, that reward does not affect the 
amount of yielding behavior. Endler (1965) utilized a 
methodology wherein one group of subjects received 
10 
conformity reinforcement every time they agreed with a 
contrived consensus, and another group was similarly 
reinforced every time they disagreed with a contrived group 
consensus. The results seemed to indicate that reinforcement 
for conforming behavior increased such behavior, and, 




It appears that the marked inconsistency of findings 
concerning those personality traits contributing to 
conformity behavior points to an obvious need for further 
11 
and more definitive investigation. In addition, the maJority 
of previous researches have consisted of unidimensional 
approaches. Even though we have a great many traits 
purportedly predictive of conformity, because they are 
described in mainly univariate studies there is no means 
that will allow us to predict which is singularly most 
importani.:.. 
The problem thus seems to consist of four aspects: 
First, there is a need to determine whether there is, or 
is not, a conformer personality pattern generic to each 
type pressure situation described as 11 group 11 :~£ 11 expert 11 
pressure; second, if such personality patterns exist, can 
a prediction equation be constructed; third, if a predictive 
equation can be constructed, it will give an answer to the 
relative importance of the variables previously found to 
Le related to conformity behavior; fourth, if a prediction 
equation is derived, it should be validated, thus permitting 
a d~f.initive statement to be made as to the p~ecise 
personality pattern that leads to conformity behavior in 





This research attempted to discover the relationships, 
if any, between specific predictor variables and the 
criteria of conformity behaviors under conditions of "group" 
or "expert" pressure. 
The first order predictor variables whose effects were 
to be investigated were as follows: 
1. Birth order 
2. Chronological age of subject 
3. Sex of subject 
4. Race 
5. Intelligence, using the California Test of Mental 
Mat~rity, Short Form, (1958 Ed.) 
6. Socioeconomic status of subject 
7. Geographic areas of residence 
8. Religion 
9. Anxiety, using the IPAT Anxiety Scale Questionnaire, 
Form A (1957) ---
10. Dogmatism, using the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (1954) 
11. Rigidity, using the Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale, as 
abstracted from the California Personality Inventory, 
(1956) by special permission of the author. 
12. Acquiescence, using the 70 item sca~e of the 
"Yeasayers and Naysayers Agreeing Response Set" 
high and low mean scale. (Couch, Ke,,iston 1960) 
13. Ego Strength, using the IPAT Anxiety Scale 
Questionnaire, Form A (1957). 
14. Confidence, using the Saunders Self-Sufficiency Scale, 
as abstracted from the IPAT 16 P.F., Form A (1957). 
15. Extroversion/Introversion, using the Eysenck 
Personality Inventory, Form A (1968). 
16. Impulsivity, using the Barratt Impulsivity Scale, 
by special permission of the author. 
17. Neuroticism, using the Exsenck Personalitx Inventory, 
Form A (1968) . 
These assessments and measurement techniques were 
utilized beca~se of their accepted use in previous 
conformity research (Harvey, 1963; Rokeach, 1954; Youniss, 
13 
1958; Tuddenham, 1958; DiVesta, 1960; Peterson, 1963; Becker, 
1966; Thome, 1963i Walters, 1960; Meyers, 1962) as well as 
for the customary criteria of validity and reliability. 
Their Xs, S.D., and other measures of distribution 
are noted in Table I. 
14 
TABLE I 













IPAT Anxiety Scale 
Questionnaire 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale 
Couch-Keniston 
Acquiescence Scale, 
using the 70 item 
scale of the "Yeasayers 
and Naysayers Agreeing 
Response Set" high and 
low mean scale. 
IPAT 16 P .F., "Ego 
Weakness: 11 subtest, 
Form A 
IPAT 16 P.F., Q2,Q3, 
Q'40f-Fonn A, B , and 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
Stens; all Ss were 
scored by sex and 
education X= 5.5 
X = 23 
70 items Range: 0-70; 
high score = high 
"agreeing response 
set;" low score= 
low "agreeing 
response set; X = 33 
Stens; all Ss were 
~co~ed by sex and 
education X = 3 .. 5 
Range: G-99~ X= 33.5 




Inventory, Form ~·~ 
Barratt Impulsivity 
Scale (by special 
permission of the 
author) 
Eysenck Personality 
Inventory, Form A 
Raw Score of ll--12= 
42 to 52 per cent 
of college studPnts. 
X - 13 1 S n -4 1 - ..loo • I .,..r.- •-
85 items; high score= 
hiqh "impulsivity; !i 
J.~y;r 'E:ore = low 
·• ·:.!:t;,:'J."'...sivity." 
Raw Score of 9-10= 
48 to 55 per cent 
of college students; 
X= 10.9, S.D.=4.7 
Abstracted from Range 0 to 21; high 
California Personality "True" score equate 
Inventory (by special with high nrigidity." 
permission of the author) 
The "geographic area 11 of each subject 'tllaS ascertained 
by utilizing the nomenclature of the United States Bureau 
of the Census' 1'960 publication. The United States was 
divided into nine major areas, and further subdivided into 
the three classifications of "Urban, .. 11Borderline," and 
"Rural," as noted in Table II. 
The subject's socioeconomic status, or "SES," was 
evaluated on the basis of the father's occupation and his 
number of years of education. The subjects were ra·ted on 
15 
a linear continuum (numerical scale) of 2 to 24. The 
numerical score was based upon the numerical values obtained 
from the dichotomization indicated in Table III. (Warner, 
Meeker, Eells, 1960) 
TABLE II 
GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF SUBJECT 
16 
New England r-1aine, Vermont, New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut 
Middle Atlantic 
South Atlantic 
Ne\v York, New Jersey, Delaware, 
Pennsylvania 
Maryland, Virginia, District of Columbia, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, 
Florida 
East North Central Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
~Visconsin 
East South Central West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, 
Alabama, Mississippi 
West North Central Minnesota, Imva, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Nebraska 




Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, 
Idaho, Utah, Arizona, Nevada 
Washington, Oregon, California, Alaska, 
Hawaii 
Urban - Population over 100,000 
Borderline - Population 25,000 to 100,000 
Rural - Population below 25,000 
1 New England - Urban 
2 New England - Borderline 
3 New England - Rural 
TABLE II (continued) 
























Middle Atlantic - Borderline 
Middle Atlantic - Rural 
South Atlantic - Urban 
South Atlantic - Borderline 
South Atlantic - Rural 
East North Central - Urban 
East North Central - Borderline 
East North Central - Rural 
East South Central Urban 
East South Central - Borderline 
East South Central - Rural 
West North Central - Urban 
West North Central - Borderline 
West North Central - Rural 
West South Central - Urban 
West South Central - Borderline 
West South Central - Rural 
Hountain - Urban 
I:vlountain - Borderline 
Hountain - Rural 
Pacific - Urban 
Pacific - Borderline 
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104 randomly selected undergraduate students at a 
private, Methodist-affiliated Midwestern liberal arts 
college were evaluated on the basis of the 17 aforementioned 
predictor variables. 
Apparatus 
The apparatus used in this study is functionally 
related to the equipment used by Tuddenham (1960) to study 
conformity in group si tuat.ions. 
Drawings of the apparatus are contained in Illustration~ 
I and II. 
A modification of Tuddenham's standardized items was 
employed. (See appendix P) Each S had a panel upon which 
he could indicate an answer choice among nine or less 
possible answers by pulling the appropriate switch. Whenever 
the Ss activated a switch their responses were seen as a 
light on theE's panel; however, S's choices were irrelevant 
as the situation was a contrived one. 
'· 
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The Ss were tested in separate compartments, making it 
possible to run simulated groups as well as Ss and an 
"expert." E's panel was so wired that he could communicate 
with each s. Each S's panel contained an amber, a green, 
and a red light under the control of the E. The amber 
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light was used to indicate to S that they must make a new 
decision and either change or affirm their previous response. 
The green and red light indicated that their initial answer 
was "in agreement .. or "not in agreement" in each choice 
situation. S's new decision was indicated by their use of 
the appropriate switch. 
As aforementioned, the various psychological assessments 
utilized were those, in the main, that had been previously 
utilized in conformity problems research. Obviously, other 
measurements could have been utilized. Too, the question 
of the diverse variabilities and reliabilities of the 
assessments is acknowledged; however, it is not the purview 
of this investigation to deal with these concepts 
specifically. 
Birth Order, Chronologi.~ Age, Sex, SES, Geographic 
Area, and Religion were obtained from a questionnaire each 
s completed. 
1. Your Name: 
TABLE IV 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
2. Sex: Male Female ------------------ ------------------
3. Birth Order: Only Child First-Born ----
Second-Born Third-Born 
Adopted Other 
4. Were you reared by your natural parents? Yes 
No 
5. Chronological Age: (In Years) 
6. Is your father living? Yes No ·----
7. If your father is living, what is his level of 
education? 
Thru grade school Thru 8th grade 
Thru high school Some college 
4 years college M.S. Ph.D. 
other 
(If "Other, 11 please be specific.) 
8. If your father is living, what is his occupation? 
----------------------------------------------
9. In what city and state do you permanently reside? 




The 104 Ss were randomly assigned to either a "Type G: 
~roup Pressure_" group or a "~ E: Expert Pressure" group. 
All Ss were tested in £eparate compartments, making it 
possible to compose simulated groups. E's panel was so 
wired as to make it posrdble to simulate "grcup opinion .. 
and "expert opinion 11 for each s, and the E controlled all 
simulated responses. 
All Ss were p:resented samples of Tuddenham's thirty 
conformity problems, each of which has nine alternative 
answers. For each problem, the Ss chose an answer and 
sigr.a.led it to the E. The Ss were then in return signaled 
that they were either 11 in agreement" or "not in agreement" 
according to the "gro:1p" or "expert." Then each S was 
given an opportunity to change or affirm his answer and to 
signal his final decision. 
For all problems except 1, 2, 3, 7, 13, 23, and 27 the 
S's response was followed by a signal from the E indicating 
that the s was "not in agreement" according to the 11 group" 
or 11 expert. 11 Problems 1, 2, 3, 7, 13, 23, and 27 were 
signaled as "in agreement" responses. 
The coincidence of answers to problems 1, 2, 3, et 
cetera, was to minimize S insight into the purpose of the 
study. 
"Conforming behavior" is defined as the S's changing 
their response more than fifty percent of the tim~. In a 
two-choice situation the probability of a single response 
being made is precise:y "even," fifty-fifty, or one of two 
chances. hence, if a subject shows a significantly higher 
number of conforming responses, the variables of "group" 
and "expel '.:." pressure have had a significant effect. 









conformity to grol.lp pressure" 
not-conformity to group pressure" 
conformity to expert pressure" 
not-conformity to expert pressure" 
The term "not-conformity" was used to specifically avoid 
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the problems germane to the use of the term, "non-conformist." 
It should be noted that no statements are offered to describe, 
operationally, a "non-conformist." 
Results 
A "Stepwise Multiple Discriminant Function Analysis" 
computer program to investigate the existence of character-
istics "VJhich would distinguish the four groups of Ss produced 
by the conformity situation was used. Regression equations 
for the prediction of each type of "conformity" and 




STEPWISE MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 
ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
(FORTRAN 4 Language) 
Dimension C(l8,4) ,X(l7) ,NG(2) ,SS(4) ,NFRQ(4) 
READ 1, ( ( C(I,J) ,J=l,4)I=1,18) 
1 FORMAT (5X,4Fl0.8) 
DO 5 J=l,4 
5 NFRQ{j)-0 
10 READ 2,N,X 








PUNCH 3 , NFRQ 
FORMAT (//2H E219, 10X2H G, 219///) 
CALL EXIT 
DO 100 IX=1,2 
DO 50 JX-1,2 
J=JX+2* (IX-1) 
S=C(18,J) 






TABLE v (continued) 
60 NG(IX)=l 






4 FORMAT (15XlHE 12,2Fl0.4,5XlHG 12,2Fl0.4) 
GO TO 10 
END 
The data were processed via an IBM 1401 computer at 
the Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville Branch, at 
Edwardsville, Illinois. FORTRAN 4 language was utilized. 
This program is quite similar to 111-iultiple R11 in that it 
ascertains which specif ·.: c variable to eliminate initially, 
to wit, the one that accounts for the least amount of 
variance. Then, 11 discriro.inant weights 11 were computed for 
each variable. 
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Table VI indicates the discriminant weights at the .04 
level of confidence for the E1 and E2 group. The G1 and G2 
weights are significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
Data analysis indicates that there were, indeed, 
different variables contributing to the various conforming 
or not-conforming behaviors. Perusal of the data 11 print-out 11 
yielded the following findings: 
For the Type G1 and Type G2 S's, deletion of the 
variable "Impulsivity" yielded an R2 of .40, F = 1.35, P = 
.16; deletion of "Rigidity" yielded an R2 of .40, F = 1.48, 
P = .10; deletion of "Neuroticism" yielded an R2 of .40, 
F = 1.62, P = .06; and deletion of 11 Religion 11 yielded an 
R2 of .40, F = 1.76, P = .03. Deletion of these variables 
yields significance at the .03 Level of Confidence. 
For the Type E1 and E2 S's~ deletion of the variable 
"Ego Strength 11 yielded an R2 of .36, F = 1.15, P = .32; 
deletion of 11 Dogmatism" yielded an R2 of .36, F = 1.25, 
P ::: .23; deletion of "Chronological Age" yielded an R2 of 
.36, F = 1.35, P = .15; and deletion of "Rigidity" yielded 
an R2 of .36, F = 1.50, P = .08 Level of Confidence. 
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TABLE VI 
PHASE I DISCRHUNANT FUNCTION WEIGHTS 
(First Order Variables) 
Groups 





































































* Significant at the .04 Level of Confidence 
** Significant at the .01 Level of Confidence 
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Further data analysis yielded the following Phase I 
descriptive data: 
TABLE VII 
PHASE I DESCRIPTIVE DATA 
Conformers to expert Not-conformers to expert 
pressure pressure 
Group E1 n = 35 Group E2 n = 17 
Variable X S.D. Variable X S.D. 
2 CA 20.9 4.8 2 CA 20.7 2.3 
5 IQ 116.1 12.6 5 IQ 112.7 12.9 
6 SES 6.6 2.5 6 SES 7.4 2.3 
9 Anxiety 5.8 2.1 9 Anxiety 4.7 2.2 
10 Dogmatism 24.1. 3.7 10 Dogmatism 23.1 4.2 
11 Rigidity 9.2 3.0 1.1 Rigidity 10.0 3.7 
12 Acquiescence 34.6 5.9 12 Acquiescence 31.9 3.5 
13 Ego Strength 5.4 1.9 13 Ego Strength 4.7 2.6 
14 Confidence 32.0 7.0 14 Confidence 30.9 7.6 
15 Extro/Intro 14.5 4.6 15 Extro/Intro 13.5 3.5 
16 Impulsivity 30.1 6.5 16 Impulsivity 29.7 3.4 
17 Neuroticism 9.8 4.8 17 Neuroticism 10.2 5.1 
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TABI.E VII (continued) 
Conformers to group pressure Not-conformers to group pressure 
Group G1 n = 25 













12 Acquiescence 31.5 
13 Ego Strength 5.7 
14 Confidence 33.8 
15 Extro/Intro 12.4 
16 Impulsivity 27.1 





















12 Acquiescence 29.9 
13 Ego Strength 4.9 
14 Confidence 30.4 
15 Extro/Intro 11.5 
16 Impulsivity 25.2 














As anticipated, these data, and the resultant 
discriminant function weights, enabled E to predict the 
specific behavior that a s 'Vvould demonstrate when subjected 




The appropriate predictor instruments were given to 
218 randomly selected students attending the same private, 
Methodist-affiliated Midwestern liberal arts college and 
were evaluated using the discriminating second order 
variables found in Phase I. On the basis of their scor~s 
on the predictor instruments, their performance under 
"Type E" and "Type G" pressure was predicted. 
Apparatus 
The apparatus was the same as used in Phase I. 
Procedure 
218 Ss were randomly assigned to either "Type E" or 
"Type G" condition. The procedure was the same as used in 
Phase I and the criterion for determining "conformity 
behavior" was the same as used in Phase I. 
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At the conclusion of the procedure, each S was asked, 
"What do you think \vas the purpose of this study?" Those 
Ss correctly perceiving the purpose were excluded as their 
data would not be pertinent: a total of 11 Ss were thus 
excluded. 
TABLE VIII 
PP~SE II RESULTS 
PHASE II DESCRIPTIVE DATA 
Group E1 n = 85 












10 Dogmatism 24.2 
12 Acquiescence 33.3 
13 Ego Strength 6.5 
14 Confidence 33.5 
15 Extro/Intro 13.1 
16 Impulsivity 28.3 






Group G1 n = 45 
CA 21.0 
IQ 116.0 
SES 5. 9 
Anxiety 6.6 
Dogmatism 23.5 
12 Acquiescence 32.9 




















Group E2 n = 38 










9 Anxiety 5.9 
























12 Acquiescence 33.7 
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TABT.,:;: VIII (continued) 
Group G1 n = 45 Group G2 n = 50 
14 Confidence 34.7 5.2 14 Confidence 34.8 7.0 
15 Extro/Intro 12.9 3.6 15 Extro/Intro 12.3 4.2 
16 Impulsivity 28.4 5.3 16 Impulsivity 28.5 5.2 
17 Neuroticism 11.4 4.5 17 Neuroticism 10.9 5.4 
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TABLE VIII -
PHASE II DESCRIPTIVE DATA 
GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
Group E1 n = 85 Group E2 n = 38 
Areas Frequency Areas Frequency ---
4 ") 4 3 .,J 
5 1 10 4 
7 2 11 2 
10 8 12 24 
1.1 6 18 1 
12 64 19 2 
6 1 25 1 
26 1 
Group Gl n = 45 Group G2 n = 50 
Areas Frequencz Areas Frequency 
4 2 7 2 
7 1 10 4 
10 4 11 7 
1l 4 12 30 
12 33 13 1 





PHASE II DESCRIPTIVE DATA 
SOCIAL ECONOMIC STATUS 
Range 2 to 14 
Group E1 n = 85 Group E2 n = 38 
2 13 2 1 
3 8 3 4 
4 10 4 7 
5 22 5 6 
6 10 6 0 
8 4 8 4 
9 2 9 4 
10 3 10 4 
11 1 11 2 
12 1 
Group G1 n = 45 Group G2 n = 50 
2 4 2 5 
3 6 3 7 
4 3 4 6 
5 10 5 6 
6 3 6 6 
7 6 7 5 
8 7 8 7 
9 3 9 3 
10 2 10 1 
11 1 11 3 
12 1 
TABLE VIII 
PHASE II DESCRIPTIVE DATA 
RACE-nELIGION-SEX 
Group E1 n = 85 
Variable 
3 Sex 45 Males 
4 Race 81 White 
8 Religion 54 Protestant 
Group E2 n = 38 
Variable 
3 Sex 22 Males 
4 Race 36 White 
8 Religion 26 Protestant 
Group G1 n = 45 
Variable 
3 Sex 23 Males 
4 Race 44 vJhite 
8 Religion 38 Protestant 
Group G2 n = so 
Variable 
3 Sex 24 Males 
4 Race 45 ~.Vhite 


















Jewish 1 Agnostic 
Jewish 5 Agnostic 
Jewish 0 Agnostic 
Jewish 1 ? ..... J .·!()St .. ·:. __ ':: ·'-
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TABLE VIII 
PHASE II DESCRIPTIVE DATA 
BIRTH ORDER 
Group E1 n = 85 Group E2 n = 38 
1 1st born 47 1 1st born 21 
2 2nd born 21 2 2nd born 6 
3 3rd born 10 3 3rd born 5 
4 4th born 5 4 4th born 3 
5 5th born 1 5 5th born 3 
6 6th born 1 6 6th born 0 
Group G1 n = 45 Group G2 n = 50 
1 1st born 19 1 1st born 15 
2 2nd born 13 2 2nd born 21 
3 3rd born 8 3 3rd born 8 
4 4th born 1 4 4th born 2 
5 5th born 3 5 5th born 3 
6 6th born 1 9 9th born 1 
A total of 123 subjects were placed in the expert 
p~·essure situation and 95 subjects were placed in the group 
pressure situation. Analysis of these data by Chi-Square 
yielded results as follows: 
Chi-Square Analysis 
E - 73 0 - G0 = 47 
Chi-SquareE = 1.9 
Ee = 61.5 Ge = 41.7 
Significant at the .20 Level of Confidence 
Chi-SquareG = 0 not significant 
From these data the question of which specific type 
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behavior is most efficiently predicted can be answered when 
we note that those subjects predicted to be conformers to 
expert pressure were correctly identified 74 per cent of the 
time. Further, those subjects who were predicted to conform 
to group pressure were predicted correctly 62 per cent of 
the time. Thus, we may conclude that it is obviously a facile 
task to identify the Ss who are conformers in either pressure 
type situations. 
Further, the question might be asked as to which 
specific type behavior, of the four possible, is most 
difficult to predict. We note that those subjects who 
were predicted to not conform to expert pressure were 
correctly identified only 32 per cent of the time. Those 
subjects that were predicted to not conform to group 
pressure were correctly identified only 40 per cent of 
the time. Thus, the not-conformer to expert pressure 
is the most difficult behavior to predict. The largest 
sources of error appear to be found when, first, predicting 
the expert pressure 11 not-conformer," and, second, when 
predicting the group pressure "not-conformer." 
The over-all correct prediction rate is ascertained 
at 56 per cent of the time. While occurring at an "above 
chance 11 level, it is opined that by utilizing the second 
order variables and the assessments previously described, 
this prediction rate is not sufficiently high to warrant 
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a highly certain or dogmatic description of the personality 
constellations of any type subject. 
It is interesting to note that of the total number of 
subjects utilized, 60 per cent of them conformed at all 
times regardless of the types of pressure. This indicates 
that when the subject was predicted to be a not-conformer, 
60 to 68 per cent nevertheless, did conform. 
Further analysis of the data indicates that of those 
subjects subjected to expert pressure, 69 per cent conformed 
and of those subjects subjected to group pressure only 41 
per cent conformed. 
It is offered by way of possible explanation of why 
so few of the E2 subjects were correctly predicted that 
the low n in the pilot phase of the study may have led to 
ineffective discriminant weights being computed. It is 
obvious that an increase in the total n would increase the 
11 power 11 of the predictive equation. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Statistical Description of the conformer and not-conformer 
to expert Eressure. 
The Conformer to Expert Pressure 
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According to the data gathered in Phase II, the conformer 
to expert pressure is typically seen as follows: 
They are, most frequently, a first-born, 20.8 year old 
individual. 
They are, as a group (n = 85), equally divided between 
males and females. They are, as a group, members of the 
Caucasian race \lith an approximate IQ of 114. 
The socioeconomic status of the subjects was found to 
range within the 2 to 7 classification (according to Warner) 
with the largest single group of subjects achieving a rating 
of 5. This would point to parents who were high school 
graduates or above and who were either professional persons, 
business proprietors, or managers, et cetera. 
As a group, their geographic area of residence was 
mostly seen as that of the Rural East North Central United 
States which would indicate they came from cities with 
populations below 25,000 within the states of either Michigan, 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois or Wisconsin. It must be noted, 
however, that this finding is very probably spurious and is 
germane to the restrictive nature of the population choice 
involved. No fruitful attempt could be made to obtain a 
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genuinely selective-representative sample according to the 
national distribution of the population. Hence, the findings 
are not considered to be relevant or valid for predictive 
purposes. Their religion was, on an almost two-to-one 
basis, Protestant (n = 54) as opposed to Roman Catholic 
{n = 2 8) • 
Anxiety 
They were found to have only "slightly above average 
anxiet.y 11 with a stanine of 6.5 on the IPAT Anxiety Scale 
Questionnaire, Form A, (1957) which is only slightly above 
an average score. An average score on this assessment io 
considered to be within a 4 to 6 stanine range. 
Dogmatism 
Insofar as dogmatism is concerned, they were found to 
be, again, only "slightly above average 11 in dogmatism with 
a score of 24.2 on the Rokeach ~atism Scale (1954} 
compared with a X of 23 reported by Rokeach (1954) in his 
research. 
Acquiescence 
Ti1e amount of acquiescence they demonstrated was found 
to be certainly within "average" limits. As we note, 
according to the authors of the test, a X of 33 indicates 
an average "ag~eeing response set." The subjects in the 
E1 group achieved an X of 33.3. 
Ego Strength 
In ego strength they were found to be relatively 
"average" with a stanine of 6.5 on the IPAT Anxiety Scale 
Questionnaire, Form A, (1957) which would indicate that a 
subject in this group is not typified by "ego weakness." 
Confidence 
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They were found. to be of "average" confidence, obtaining 
a X of 33.5 on the Saunders Self-Sufficiency Scale, which 
is considered to be identical to the X described by the 
test author (1957). 
Extroversion/Introversion 
They were found to be, when compared with college 
students in the Eysenck standardization sample for the 
Eysenck Personality Inventory, Form A, (1968) , slightly 
extroverted with a X of 13.1 which is identical to the 
standardizatio~ sample X. 
Imeulsivity_ 
They were not found to be "exceptionally" impulsive, 
having obtained a X of 28.3 on the Barratt Impulsivity 
Scale; this may be considered to be an indication of "low 
impulsivity." 
Neuroticism 
They were found, however, to be relatively "more 
neurotic" than the sample of college students obtained by 
Eysenck for the Eysenck Personality Inventory (1968). In 
his standardization sample, he obtained a X of 10.9 to 
comprise 48 to 55 per cent of college students; the conformer 
to expert p~essure obtained a mean neuroticism score of 
12.1 which would indicate they are, as a group, slightly 
more neurotic than the average college student. 
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The Not-Conformer to Expert Pressure 
It should be noted that the relatively small number of 
38 subjects must be carefully kept in mind as description 
of the not-conformer to expert pressure is attemptede The 
author is cognizant of the hazards involved in small sample 
research, and thus the data are interpreted but tentatively 
and with caution. 
These subjects were found to be, in tha great majority 
of cases, first-born individuals with an average age of 
21.5. Insofar as the sex of the subjects was concerned, 
there were slightly more males in the group than females 
(22 males, 16 females) and they were, by far in the majority, 
members of the white race. 
They were found to be slightly more intelligent than 
the conformer to expert pressure, having a X IQ of 119 as 
opposed to a conformer X IQ of 114. It may thus be 
hypothesized that the not-conformer to expert pressure is 
a more intelligent individual with an IQ approaching the 
upper limits of the "bright normal" range. 
The social status evaluation of these subjects was 
characterized by an extreme amount of scatter with no 
singularly identifiable group having a clear-cut majority. 
They were, as a rule, of lower SES than the subjects who 
were identified as conformers. 
Their geographic area of origin was found to be the 
same as that of the conformer which would possibly indicate 
that the geographic area from which the subjects origi~ated 
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was not a particularly strong (contributing to, or accounting 
for the variance) variable insofar as this group of subjects 
was concerned. 
Anxiety 
As a group (n = 38) they were somewhat less anxious 
than the conformer. The conformer mean anxiety score on 
the IPAT Anxiety Scale Questionnaire, Form A, (1957) was 
6.5, and the not-conformer mean anxiety score was 5.9. 
Dogmatism 
Also, they were slightly (not significantly) less 
dogmatic with a mean of 23.2 as contrasted with a conformer 
mean of 24.2 on the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (1954). Less 
in possession of an 11 agreeing response set, .. they had a 
mean of 32.9 as compared to 33.9 for the conformer group 
on the California Personality Inventory (1956). 
They were found to be basically the same in ego 
strength with a mean of 6.4 as compared with a mean of 
6.5 on the IPAT Anxiety Scale Questionnaire, Form A, (1957). 
Insofar as confidence is concerned, they had a mean 
of 32.8 compared to a mean of 33.5 on the Saunders Self-
Sufficiency Scale (1957) . 
They were, however, more introverted than the conformer. 
It was noted that the conformer group obtained a mean score 
of 13.5 while the not-conformer group obtained a mean score 
of 11.8 on the Eysenck Personality Inventory, Form A, (1968). 
There would seem to be no significant difference 
between the subjects on the variable of impulsivity as the 
not-conformer group obtained a mean of 27.9 compared to a 
conformer group mean of 28.3 on the Barratt Impulsivity 
Scale. 
However, it should be noted that the not-conformer 
was decidedly less neurotic than the conformer, with the 
conformer obtaining an Eysenck Personality Inventor~, 
Form A, (1968) mean neuroticism score of 12.1 and the 
not-conformer obtaining a mean scor~ of 9.9, which is 
strikingly lower than the mean neuroticism score obtained 
by Eysenck for college students. 
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Statistical Description_ of the conformers and not-conformers 
to group pressure. 
The Conformer to Group Pressure 
Those subjects who conformed to group pressure are 
seen as being either a first-born (n = 19) or second-born 
{n = 13) individual of 21 years of age. They were equally 
divided between male and female sex and were almost all 
members of the white race. They obtained a mean IQ of 116 
and yielded no clear-cut socioeco~omic status. They were, 
in the majority, within the SES range of 2 to 8 with tha 
largest single group (n = 10) in the 5 classification, 
closely followed by (n = 7) 8 and {n = 6) 7 and 3. They 
originated, insofar as geographic area is concerned, from 
the Rural East North Central United States a~ea and were 
predominantely Protestant subjects. 
Anxietx_ 
Their anxiety score X of 6.6 o~ the !PAT Anxiety Scale 
Questionnair~, Form A, {1957) indicates that they are 
slightly "more anxious 11 than the average subject. 
Dogmatism 
They were not found to be 11 dcgmatic 11 subj~cts, X= 
23.5, as their score was not significantly different from 
the mean obtained by Rokeach i!l the Rokeach Dogrnati~ Scale 
(1954) standardization. 
Acquiescence _._...,._. ~ 
Their acquiescence or "agreeing respor.se set" was not 
significantly below the mean reported in tr~ California 




They certainly would seem to indicate average ego 
strength with a X of 5.9 on the IPAT Anxie~ Scale 
Questionnaire, Form A, (1957}, although it might be noted 
that on this variable they are (not significantly) somm•:hat 
lower in ego strength than those subjects in the grov::;:. 
described as conformers to expert pressure. 
Confidence 
They are slightly (not significantly) more confident 
than the average; we note Saunders ;iting a X of 33.5, 
whereas this group of subjGcts obtained a X score of 34.7. 
Impulsivity 
They are considered not to be highly impulsive 
with a X of 28.4 on the Barratt Impulsivity Scale. 
Neuroticism 
They were within normal limits insofar as neuroticism 
was concerned with a X of 11.4 which is not significantly 
different from Eysenck's reported collegiate X of 10.9 on 
the EySenck Personality Inventory, Form A, (1968). 
Not-Conformers to Group Pressure 
The next group, those subjects described as 
"not-conformers" to group preseure, were as a group more 
typically the second-born child (n = 21) or possibly 
first-born (n = 15) and in some cc_ses third-born (n = 8) . 
---------~------------------------llllllil 
However, the group in which v7e note the majority of the 
subjects were second-born individuals. 
They were, on the average, 21.5 years of age and were, 
as a group, more typically female than male. Thus, we see 
initially that the not-conformer to group pressure is seen 
to be more typically a second-born female. 
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The subject, too, was more typically a member of the 
white race. Insofar as intelligence is concerned, there is 
no apparent significant difference between the conforming 
subject to group pressure, for, in this group a X IQ of 
116.2 was obtained. There was no obvious difference insofar 
as socioeconomic status is concerned in that, for this 
group, they were extremely evenly divided between groups 
2 through 8 and were again most commonly from Rural East 
North Central United States. Concerning the variable of 
religion, two-thir-ds of these subjects were Protestant and 
one-third were Roman Catholic. Thus, it appears that this 
group of subjects is characterized as being second-born 
females with slightly more subjects belonging to the Roman 
Catholic faith than other groups. 
Anxiety 
The mean anxiety score of 6.0 is slightly indicative 
of less anxiety within this group as compared with the 
conformer to group pressure X of 6.6 on the IPAT Anxiety 
Scale Questionnaire, Form A, (1957). 
-----~---------------~-
~-----------~~---------------------------------------------------.a.a .. _.ma._.-_.._ .... ~ 
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Dogmatism 
There is no significant difference insofar as dogmatism 
is concerned with a group X of 23.2 compared to a conformer 
X of 23.5 on the Rokeach Dogmatism Seal~ (1954). 
Acquiescence 
Concerning acquiescence, they obtained a X of 33.7 on 
the California Personality Inventory (1956) as contrasted 
to a i of 32.9 by the conformer group. 
Ego Strength 
They were of "average" ego strength vdth a X of 5. 4, 
which is not significantly different from the conformer 
X of 5.9 on the IPAT Anxiety Scale Questionnaire, Form A 
(1957) • 
Confidence 
They were almost identical in confidence, X= 34.8, 
with members of the conformers to group pre.ssure group, 
whose X was 34.7 on the Saunders Self-Sufficiency Scale 
(1957). 
Extroversion/Introversion 
They are within normal limits insofar as extroversion 
and introversion is concerned with a X of 12.3 on the 
Eysenck Personality Inventory, Form A (1968). 
Impulsivity 
Almost identical to the conformer to group pressure, 
in impulsivity they obtained a X of 28.5 compared with a 
X of 28.4 on the Barratt Impulsivity Scal2. 
~... _________________ .. ___________________________ _ 
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Neuroticism 
They are not as neurotic as the conformer to group 
pressure, obtaining a X of 10.9 on the Eysenck Personalitz 
Inventorx, Form A (1968); this is considered to be identical 
to Eysenck's standardization sample mean. 
----------
Interpretation of discriminant weights 
It has been noted in review of the literature that 
various authors had ascertained, via small sample studies 
which utilized at the ~est 2 or 3 predictor variables, 
that specific variables were considered the critical ones 
in predicting various types of conforming behavior. 
Examination of the data gathered in this investigation 
does not corroborate some of the previous findings and 
does indeed, corroborate others. 
However, examination of the data yields an important 
finding in that the various variables utilized are found 
to have different predictive values for the specific type 
of behavior in question. Further, it is noted that these 
variables are extremely diverse in predictive efficiency. 
In some types of behavior they are found to be of positive 
value and in others to be of negative value, and in some 
behaviors to be of no value whatsoever. 
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Relevance of Variables as Predictors of 
Conformity Behavior 
Birth Order 
Becker (1966) found that first-born subjects were more 
responsive to group influence and that later-born subjects 
were more responsive to informational influence. Thorne 
(1963) indicated that birth order did not influence 
conforming behavior. 
In this research, it was found that a negative 
discriminant weight was derived for the variable of birth 
order across each type of conformity situatioL. 
Predictive Discriminant Weights and 
Birth Order Rank 
El (n = 85) E2 (n = 38) Gl (n = 45) G2 (n = 50) 
-.0162003 -.0146869 -.0565002 -.0578750 
1 47 1 21 1 19 1 15 
2 21 2 6 2 13 2 21 
3 10 3 5 3 8 3 8 
4 5 4 3 4 1 4 2 
5 1 5 3 5 3 5 3 
6 1 6 1 9 1 
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~e of Subject 
DiVesta (1960) reported a negative correlation between 
conformity and the subject's age. 
In this investigation, it was found that the variable 
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of the subject's age does not yield a predictive discriminant 
weight whatsoever for any type of expert pressure situation 
and that, in fact, the group pressure subject is the only 
type subject for which we find a predictive discriminant 
weight. 
Suffice it to say then that the age of the subject is 
a critical variable in predicting behavio~ in a group 
situation, but that it is an irrelevant variable insofar 
as the expert pressure situation is concerned. By 
inspection, we note that the not-conformer to expert 
pressure has the highest chronological age, X = 23.6. 
Conjointly, not-conformers appear slightly older than 
conformers. 
E1 (n = 85) 
-o-
Predictive Discriminant Weights and 
X Chronological Age 
E2 (n = 38) 
-o-
G1 (n = 45) 
.0406039 
G2 (n = 50) 
.0426022 
x CA = 20.8 x CA = 23.6 X CA = 21.0 X CA = 21.5 
Sex of Subject 
Tuddenham (1958), DiVesta (1960), Pa.tel (1960), Allen 
(1963), and Peterson (1963) would appear to concur in the 
finding that females are more susceptible to influence and 
do conform more than males. 
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This variable yielded a predictive discriminant weight 
for each type of conformity situation; however, the relative 
size of the weights obtained would indicate that the sex of 
the subject has more predictive value in an expert pressure 
situation than it has in a group pressure situation. 
Nevertheless, the variable does appear to be relevant to 
all types of conformity situations. 
E1 (n = 85) 
.3402595 
Male .•..• 45 
Female ... 40 
Predictive Discriminant Weights and 
Sex of Subject 
E2 (n = 38) 
.3220530 
Male .•..• 22 
Female ..• l6 
G1 (n = 45) 
.1662263 
Male .•... 23 
Female ... 22 
G2 (n = 50) 
.1814081 
Male .•..• 24 
Female ... 26 
------ -----------------------------..----~---------------. 
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Race of the Subject 
It is perhaps difficult to understand why the race of 
the subject has not previously been included as a predictive 
variable in conformity research. Perusal of previous studies 
did not reveal pertinent investigation in the area. 
It should be parenthetically noted that in this 
research the relative size of the sample that was obtained 
among subjects of the Negro race may well be a contributing 
factor to the size of the discriminant weight obtained. 
It is felt that the size of the sample of Negro subjects 
is too small (n = 12) to be of any genuine, valid predictive 
value. 
However, examination of the data indicates that the 
race of the subject is of predictive value in either type 
conformity situation, and on the basis of the discriminant 
weights, the race of ·the subjec·t is of singular importance 
in predicting the conforming or not-conforming subject in 
expert pressure situatio·ns. 
Moreover, it is also felt that the disproportionate 
size of the sample of subjects described as belonging to 
the white race (n = 206) ma.y be, in fact, the governing 
factor. The obtained discriminant weight may not, perhaps, 
be completely valid. 
E1 ln = 85) 
1.4592789 
Negro ••••. 4 
Whit.e •.•. 81 
Predictive Discriminant Weights and 
Race of Subject 
E2 (n = 38) 
1.4130924 
Negro .•••. 2 
White .••• 36 
G1 (n = 45) 
.7921080 
Negro ...•. 1 
White ..•• 44 
G2 (n = 50) 
.7765087 
Negro ••••• 5 
White ••.• 45 
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Intelligence 
Intelligence as a predictive variable has yielded 
somewhat less than consistent finding·s. Youniss (1958) had 
found that in a group situation there was no correlation 
between IQ and conforming. Other authors (Ratcliffe, 1956~ 
DiVesta, 1960; Peterson, 1963; Smith, 1964) generally 
indicated that there was an inverse relationship between 
conformity and intelligence. Lucito (1964) also reported 
an inverse relationship between bright and dull children 
and their conformity situations. 
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In this research the variable of intelligence, defined 
as a California Test of Mental Maturity, Short ~orm, (1958 
Ed.) IQ, was found to be a discriminating one and to be 
relevant to each type conformity situation. 
El (n = 
X IQ = 
S.D. = 
85) 
Predictive Discriminant Weights and 
Intelligence 
E2 (n = 38) G 1 
(n = 45) G2 
114.2 X IQ = 119.0 X IQ = 116.0 X 
(n = 
IQ = 
12.1 S.D. = 10.3 S.D. -· 13.4 S.D. = 
Examination of these data indicate that the 






Again the literature is typified by a marked paucity 
of research dealing with the variable of the socioeconomic 
status of the subject in conformity research. 
Wilson (1966) found that subjects who were of 
"indefinite status, 11 insofar as their popularity was 
concerned, were found to yield more than either the 
"popular" or "unpopular" subject. Further, Strickland 
(1962) found that conforming under simulated group 
pressure conditions was the result of the subjects' need 
for soci~l approval. Wbile these researches might indeed 
be relevant, it must nevertheless be noted that in no 
previous research cited was an attempt made specifically 
to assess the effect of SES. 
Discriminant weights were found to be present for 
each type conforming situation. 
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•• 
-~~~--~~~-~~-_, _________ _._ ______ .,.. __________ __ 
E1 {n = 85) 
.0118051 
2 ...•. 13 
3 . ... 0 • 8 
4 .••.. 10 
5 ••••• 22 
6 ..•.. 10 
7 ••••• 11 
8 . . . . . .. 4 
9 . ..... 2 
10 . ..... 3 
11 ...•.. 1 
12 ...... 1 
Predictive Discriminant Weights and 
SES of Subject 
E2 (n = 38) 
.0143494 
2 . ..... J ..
3 • o • • • a 4 
4'" ••••• 7 
5 • . . • • • 6 
6 . ..•.. 0 
7 . ..... 6 
8 . . . . . . 4 
9 . . . . . . 4 
10 0 • 0 • 0 0 4 
11 ••• ooo2 
G1 (n = 45) 
.0358316 
2 •••••• 4 
3 . ..... 6 
4 . ..... 3 
5 ....• 10 
6 ...... 3 
7 . . ~ ... 6 
8 • . . c • • 7 
9 . ..... 3 
10 . ........ 2 
11 ... ~ .. 1 
G2 (n = 50) 
.0388259 
2 . . . . ~ . 5 
3 . ..... 7 
4 . ..... 6 
5 .. . . . . • 6 
6 . ..... 6 
7 . ..... 5 
8 • ..••. 7 
9 . ..... 3 
10 0 0 • 0 0 .1 
11. 0 0 • 0 0 3 
12. flo •••• 1 
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Geographic Area of Residence 
The review of the literature does not indicate, 
apparently, any definitive statement as to the predictive 
efficiency of the subject's geographic area of residence 
as it pertains to conformity research. 
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However, it does appear this variable is of predictive 
efficiency. Noti~g the discriminant weights obtained, it is 
seen that the geographic area is of more predictive value 
in a group situation than it is in an expert situation. 
E1 (n = 85) 
.0037942 
4 . ..... 3 
5 . .... "1 
7 . ...... 2 
10 .... 0 .. 8 
11 •..... 6 
12 •.... 24 
16 . ..... 1 
Predictive Discriminant Weights and 
Geographic Area of Subjects 
Residence 
E2 (n = 38) 
.0005346 
4 . ..... 3 
10 . ..... 4 
11 . ..... 2 
12 •.... 24 
18 .•...• 1 
19. " ..... 2 
25 •...•. 1 
2 6 ...... l 
G1 (n - 45) 
.0698959 
4o•U~•••2 
7 ...... . 1 
10 . ...... 4 
11 . ..... 4 
12 ..... 33 
20 ...... 1 
G2 (n = 50) 
.0687720 
7 ...... 2 
10 ...... 4 
ll . ..... 7 
12 •..•. 30 
13 . .... . 1 
19 ...... 4 
21 . .... . 1 
25 ...... 1 
It may be observed that, as an entity, the 
not-conforming groups are typified by more subjects 
who are from the 11 13" to 11 26" classificat.ion. Thus, 
the not-conformers show a higher ratio of urban, 
non-Midwestern residence. Conversely, the conformers 







The religion of the subject has seemingly not been 
researched as frequently as one might anticipate. 
McClelland {1967) does emphasize the religion of the subject. 
However, on the basis of the data obtained, ''le note 
that the religion of the subject is found to be a 
discriminate variable only among those subjects in expert 
pressure situations. 
It does not appear that the religion of the subject 
has any predictive efficiency in group pressure situations. 
Predictive Discriminant Weights and 
Religion of Subject 
G1 (n = 85) E2 (n = 38j G1 (n = 45) G2 {n = 50) 
.3424812 .3263638 -o- -o-
Protestant •• 54 Protestant .• 26 Protestant .. 38 Protestant .• 36 
Catholic ...• 28 Catholic •.••. ? Catholic ..... ? Catholic .... l3 
Jewish .••.•.• 0 Jewish .•••.•. 0 Jewisl: ....... 0 Jewish ..••.•• 0 
Agnostic ..•.. 3 Agnostic ...•. 3 Agnostic •..•. O Agnostic ...•. l 
Examination of these data indicate that the Catholic 
subjects conform to expert opinion four time~ as frequently 
as they not-conform; Protestant subjects conform slightly 
over two ~imes as frequently as they not-conform. 
However, in a group pressure situation, the Catholic 
subjects yield only half as frequently as they do not 
yield; the Protestant subjects yield but slightly more 
-------------------·----
frequently than they do not yield. The variable of 




Findings of research concerning the field of anxiety 
varied greatly. Walters (1960) and Meyers (1962) indicated 
a positive relationship between conformity and high anxiety 
levels. The conditions under which the behavior did or did 
not occur were not standardized; however, Meyers and Hohle 
(1962), using a simulated group pressure, reported a small 
but significant relation between conformity and anxiety on 
the Sarason-Mandler Test Anxiety Questionnaire. Walters, 
Marshall and Shooter (1962) tested adolescents, using the 
autokinetic apparatus, and found those who reported 
themselves as "anxious" on Schachter's scale were more 
susceptible to social influence. Mangan (1959, and 1960} 
and Holder (1958) reported that high anxiety was 
characterized not by more, but indeed by less conformity. 
With subjects in a Crutchfield apparatus, DiVesta and Cox 
(1968) found a significant correlation of .17 between 
anxiety scores and conformity. Mangan, Quartermain and 
Vaughan (1960}, utilizing an Asch-type setting, found that 
under strong pressure conditions those subjects who had 
high scores on the ~aylor Scale of Manifest Anxiety 
conformed less than subjects with low anxiety scores. 
There apparently has not been a definitive investigation 
to resolve these conflicting findings. 
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However, in multivariate research data it must be noted 
that the variable of anxiety yields a positive discriminant 
weight in the expert pressure situation and that it yields 
a negativ~ discriminant weight in the group pressure 
situations. This may well be the means to resolve 
conflicting results as noted in the literature previously, 
which is to say that the factor of anxiety has a positive 
predictive value in expert situations and that it has a 
negative predictive value in the group pressure situations. 
Predictive Discriminant Weights 
and Anxiety 
E1 (n = 85) E2 (n = 38) G1 (n = 45) G2 (n = 50) 
.0964744 .0837088 -.0364962 -.0274398 
x ....... 6.5 X ••••••• 5 . 9 X ••••••• 6 . 6 X ••••••• 6 • 0 
S.D ..... 2.1 S.D ••••• 2.2 S.D ..... l.7 S.D ••••• 1.9 
(Standardization sten X = 5.5) 
The data indicate that those subjects who are 
conformers, regardless of the type pressure experienced, 
are, collectively, more anxious than not-conformers. 
These subjects, it may be noted, are also more anxious 
than the average college student as noted in Cattell 1 s 
standardization sample. (Cattell, 1957) 
Dogmatism 
Previous multivariate research by Harvey (1963) 
resulted in the opinion that "conformity is a complex 
adjustment to both situational and personality factors." 
In a simulated group situation, he found that ·the "high 
dogmatic" on the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (1954) conformed 
more than did the "low dogmatic." Lefcourt (1962), in 
assessing readiness for therapy in narcotic addicts, found 
that those subjects considered to have the greatest 
"potential for change" had the lowest scores on the 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (1954). 
In this research, it was found that the variable of 
dogmatism yields ~ discriminant weight in ·the expert 
pressure situation and that it does yield a discriminant 
weight in the group pressure situation. To that end, it 
may be hypothesized that dogmatism played no factor in the 
ma.tter of predicting expert pressure response and that it 
is a predictive factor in group pressure situations. 
Predictive Discriminant Weigh·ts 
and Dogmatism 
El (n = 85) E2 (n = 38) 
-o-
x = 23.2 
S.D. 6.0 
(Standardization X = 23) 
-0-
x = 24.2 
S.D. 4.2 
G1 (n = 45) 
.0684519 
X = 23.5 
S.D. 3.7 
G2 (n = 50) 
.0641278 
X = 23.2 
S.D. 4.2 
Of the four groups, only the E1 Ss indicate a slight 
tendency to be more dogmatic than an average S. Suffice 
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it to say that dogmatism is efficacious as a predictor 
variable, nevertheless, but only in group pressure situations. 
Rigidity 
The personality dynamic identified as rigidity, which 
would indicate that the subject's personality is 
characterized by not-yielding and by not-conforming 
behaviors, has not been previously noted in the research 
literature. Examination of the data indicates that the 
variable does not yield a discriminant weight for any 
pressure type situation and that, in fact, the variable 
of rigidity may not be a predictive one. Hence, the 
variable was not utilized in Phase II research. 
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It may well be, however, that the validity and 
predictive efficiency of the instrument as utilized was 
insufficiently high to be of value in multivariate research. 
On the basis of the data obtained, however, it aFpears that 
rigidity, as a personality factor, is not a predictor 
variable in conformity research. 
Acquiescence 
The Couch-Kenniston Acquiescence Scale purports to 
assess the presence of an "agreeing response set." A high 
score is considered to be indicative of a high "agreeing 
response set," and a low score is to be equated v:ith a low 
"agreeing response set," and a standardization X of 33 is 
reported. 
It is noted that, on the basis of the data, the 
variable of acquiescence is a predictor in each type 
conformity situation. 
E1 (n = 85) 
.0229030 
X ...... 33.5 
S.D ..... 5.5 
Predictiv~ Discriminant Weights 
and Acquiescence 
E2 (n = 38) 
.0215116 
X ...... 32.9 
S.D ..... 4.2 
G1 (n = 45) 
.0147106 
X ...... 32.9 
S.D ..... 5.1 
G2 (n = 50) 
.0172709 
x ...... 33.7 
S.D •••.• 5.5 
(Standardization X = 33.0) 
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Ego Strength 
Smith (1961) found that one's ego strength was related 
to one's perceived competence and that those subjects with 
high ego strength yielded less under pressure. Weiner's 
(1958) results would seem tc have corroborated this, for 
he found that those subjects with a high "certainty scale 
score" were more certain of their judgments and did not 
change their judgments as frequently as those subjects 
with a low "certainty scale score." 
The data indicate that, in fact, the variable of ego 
strength yielded a discriminant weight onlY. in the matter. 
of group pressure situations and that it may well not be 
a predictor variable in expert pressure situations. 
E1 (n = 8~' 
-0-
X ••••••• 6 • 5 
S.D ..... 2.4 
Predictive Discriminant Weights 
and Ego Strength 
E2 (n = 38) 
-o-
x ....... 6 • 4 
S.D ..... 2.2 
G1 (n = 45) 
.0494433 
x ....... s. 9 
S.D ..... 2.3 
G
2 
(n = 50) 
.0436472 
X ••••••• 5 • 4 
S.D ..... 2.3 




Confidence, as assessed by the Saunders Self-Sufficiency 
Scale was obtained by utilizing the IPAT 16 P.F. TeG~ 
Form A (1957) with special permission of the author. 
It was found that this varia~le yields a negative 
discriminant weight in the expert pressure situation and 
a positive discriminant weight in the group pressure 
situation. It may well be that high scores and "high 
confidence" is a predictor variable in group pressure 
situations and that low scores and "low confidence" are 
predictors in expert pressure situations. 
E 1 (n = 85) 
-.0023913 
X •••••• 33.5 
S.D ..... 6.0 
Predictive Discriminant Weights 
and Confidence 
E2 (n = 38) 
-.0014989 
x ...... 11.8 
S.D ••••• 6.6 
G1 ( n = 45) 
.0349193 
X ••••• • 12.9 
S.D •••• • 5.2 
G2 ( n = 50) 
.0336275 
X .••.•• 12. 3 
S.D ...... 7.0 
{Standardization X = 33.5) 
Inspection of the data indicate that the group showing 
the lowest "confidence,a E2, X::::: 32.8, was a not-conforming 
group. These data appear to contradict the constructs upon 
which the ·test is predicated. 
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Extroversion/Introversion 
The literature has previously not indicated the 
predictive value of the extroversion/introversion continuum. 
Analysis of the data indicates that, in fact, the variable 
does yield discriminant weights across all types of 
conformity situations. 
E1 (n = 85} 
.0159433 
X •••••• 13.1 
S.D ..... 3.9 
Predictive Discriminant Weights and 
Extroversion/Introversion 
E 2 (n = 38) 
.0144541 
X •••••• 11.8 
S.D •.... 3.8 
G1 (n = 45} 
.0379806 
x ...... 12. 9 
S.D ..... 3.6 
G2 (n ·-50) 
• 038675.6 
X ••••.• 12. 3 
S.D ..... 4.2 
(Standardization X= 13.1, S.D. = 4.1} 
On the basis of these data, it appears that the group 
of subjects who did not conform to expert pressure are 
slightly more introverted than the group who conformed to 
expert pressure. 
Both not-conforming groups were more introverted than 
the average subject. 
Impulsivity 
Impulsivity was assessed by the Barratt Impulsivity 
Scale and was used by special permission of the author. 
A high score on this test, with a range of 0 to 85, is 
said to indicate a high "impulsivity" and a low score is 
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said t.o indicdte a low "impulsivity. 11 To that end, it is 
noted that the Barratt Impulsivity Scale yielded discriminant 
weights in the expert pressure situation only, with no 
discriminant weight being found predictive in the group 
pressure situation. 
E1 (n = 85) 
.0122429 
X ...... 28.3 
S.D ....• 5.1 
Predictive Discriminant ''(.[eights 
and Impulsivity 
E2 (n - 38) 
.0134652 
X ...... 27.9 
S.D ..... 5.0 
G1 (n = 45) 
-o-
x ...... 28.4 
S.D ...... 5.3 
G2 (n = 50) 
-o-
x ...... 28.5 
S.Do •••• 5.2 




Neuroticism as a predictor variable has no~ been 
examined in isolation. Studies by Breger (1963), Hoffman 
(1953), and Mussen and K~gan (1958) have identified the 
central role of repressive ego defenses in conforming 
individuals. According to Breger (1963), "conformity is 
conceptualized as part of an ego defensive process centered 
around the repression of hostility," and he points to the 
usefulness of conceptualizing acquiescence in group pressure 
in terms which incorporate the portion of psychoanalytic 
theory concerned with the defensive process. The variable 
of neuroticism, as assessed by the Eysenck Person~~--~_;_ .:.;y 
Inventory, Form ~' (1968) reveals a negati·.re discriminant 
weight in the matter of expert pressure situations and no 
discriminant weight in group pressure si t.uations. 
E1 (n = 85) 
-.0064478 
X ••.... 12. 1 
S.D ..... 4.9 
Predictive Discriminant ~'le:· Jhts 
and Neuroticism 
E2 (n = 38) 
-.0028945 
x ...... 'J9.9 
S.D ..... 4.5 
G1 (n = 45) 
-o-
x ...... 11.4 
S.D ..... 4"5 
s 2 (n = 50) 
-0-
X •.••.. J. ;:; .. ~" 
S.D ..... 5.4 
(Standardization X= 10.9, S.D. = 4.7) 
On the basis of these data, those Ss who yield to 
expert pressure are ~ neurotic than the average person, 
while the not-conformer to expert pressure is less neurotic 
than t.he average person. All Ss who were conformers 




A review af the literature relevant to researches 
concerning the phenomena of conformity behaviors yields 
the need for large sample, multivariate methodology, which 
will assess the pertinent variables contributing to 
"conforming to group pressure" and "conforming to expert 
pressure." 
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To that end, seventeen variables were utilized (birth 
order, chronological age, sex, race, IQ, socioeconomic 
status, geographic area of residence, religion, anxiety, 
dogmatism, rigidity, acquiescence, ego strength, confidence, 
extroversion/introversion, impulsivity, and neuroticism} to 
describe the behaviors of 104 subjects in a Tuddenham-type 
setting wherein the subjects were randomly assigned to 
either "Asch-type" (group pressure) or "Crutchfield-type" 
(expert pressure} treatment conditions. 
Utilizing a stepwise multiple discriminant function 
analysis, discriminant weights were derived. The variable 
of rigidity was not found to be a valid predictor. 
With the discriminant weights and the sixteen 
predictive second-order variables, 218 subjects were 
randomly assigned to treatment conditions and their 
"conforming" or "not-conforming .. behaviors were predicted. 
The data of eleven subjects who correctly perceived the 
contrived nature of the experiment were not included. 
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Of the 123 subjects subjected to "expert pressure," 
85 were not-conformers. Chi-Square analysis of the 11 expert 
pressure•• data yields a significant difference at the .20 
Level of Confidence. Of the 95 subjects subjected to "group 
pressure," 45 were conformers and 50 were not-conformers. 
Chi-Square was not significant. 
Conformers to "expert pressure" were correctly 
identified 74 per cent of the time; conformers to "group 
pressure" were correctly identified 62 per cent of the time. 
Thus, it appears that conforming behaviors are predictable 
providing a multivariate method is used conjointly with a 
discriminant function analysis of the data. 
The most difficult behavior to correctly predict is 
not-conforming to "expert pressure," with but 32 per cent 
correct. Too, but 40 per cent of the not-con~orming to 
"group pressure ·• was correctly predicted. 
Conformers to "expert pressure" were seen as typically 
being first-born, 20.8 year old Caucasian males or females 
with an IQ of 114. Their parents were high school graduates 
or above, and were either professional persons, business 
proprietors, or managers, et cetera. Their geographic 
area of residence was Rural East North Central United 
States, but this finding may be due to sampling error. 
Protestants were more frequently observed (n = 54) than 
Roman Catholics (n = 28) . The conformers were slightly 
above average in anxiety and dogmatism. Average acquiescence, 
ego strength, and confidence were noted. Low impulsivity 
was seen, and they were slightly extroverted. As a group, 
they were more neurotic than an average subject. 
Not-conformers to "expert pressure" were seen as 
first-born 21.5 year old Caucasian males with an IQ of 119. 
No clear socioeconomic status was noted due to extreme 
scatter. The geographic area of residence was Rural East 
North Central United States. They were predominantly 
Protestant subjects. 
They were less anxious than conformers, less dogmatic, 
and less acquiescent. They did not differ significantly 
in ego strength, cc~fidence or impulsivity. However, they 
were more introverted and decidedly less neurotic than 
their conformer counterpart. 
Conformers to "group pressure" were equally likely to 
be either a first or second-born 21 year old male or female 
Caucasian Protestant with an IQ of 116. 
They were more anxious than an average subject. 
Dogmatism, acquiescence, ego strength, neuroticism, and 
extroversion/introversion were average. As a group, they 
were slightly more confident. 
Subjects who were not-conformers to "group pressure" 
were seen as second-born 21.5 year old females with an IQ 
of 116. Two-thirds of these subjects \tlere Protestant; 
one-third were Roman Catholic. No obvious socioeconomic 
status could be ascertained. They were less anxious than 
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conformers to "group pressure.'' No significant differences 
were noted in dogmatism, acquiescence, ego strength, 
confidence, impulsivity or extroversion/introversion. 
They were less neurotic than their conformer counterpart. 
With an over-all correct prediction rate of but 56 per 
cent, however, it would appear that caution must indeed be 
utilized in assigning critical discriminatory properties 
to the various personality constellations. Further large 
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r-WULI'..>t•£0 ll'\- fOL.;f'AT·r.~•JAL J.•oiO HHlV:.OTrHAI., T(!.l'!~lC. 5[.Jl\'1Ct;: 
I'~.J( 7};4 !.A'• tJ•f.(,(.) C-"'l.llt,llo•,IA ~.:101 
·~· .... , ••• t .... _ .... , .... ~ ·••t..•·!i'''•'"'-1. ft 1of• .. ( ' ' .... ,l:l 
•. ~ ~ .......... , -· .... u 
.. , o "'(,(.,,,0:: I •'J~ C.' f ••'1> o (.,.. .. to' .0 •o o •~r o '•'II '!J,I,..,; I~ • r .. r, • .,!'lorttJ 
. :·.· . . _,. ···-.·~ ,-.--· .-,·.·:.-:'. . .... 
1, [)Q ~· o"'r=:~ !o .. -,1 ,...,. ••c~\4:ne-'l •• ,.,,,,,,,,,, T•• tt. 
J. ~ Y-"11 ~ o.-J ""~,,,,...1"4 lr~c-..f• tt!' '~' ,._ y.. :-1!1 
wr' .. ,, ..............•.•...... •. • •.• • 
), Ar•}N ._.u.~ll.f C'lrrlrM!,,,,,,.,, •• ,,,,,,,, Tt<l !'I'G 
c. {)) JV"' llrd n ,.,, ~rd 1.0 l..U.e !10 fgf .... l.N•tt'... Tu l'o 
I. ~ 7V"' 1tu-9 ..... ~ l•.t.-\ L\1"""«1 """' l•fore lt•l"'( '"I' Tu ~I) 
l}J"'' .. ' ........................... '. 
t. S r'"N ••1 r-" •Ill ~o to"'cl..\lrc do ,..,.u,!•"7' ..,tP Yc1 ~" 
p.;r rro•1'i••· Nl 0'-1\l.tf )'..)• lfo(t'n,•no(l'!\ 1\ l'l!llt'ol 
b.. I~ Ja 101' .... , ... , ....•.. , . , •• , .• , •. , 
'· ..... )''"-lf tN ..... , tol: ..... , .. ""' ,,., • ., .... , • • • • • • • • • • Ttl ~ 
"· f\o f'~ ,,,,,.117 Ia a,..j: "7 L'll"(l tr•!(UJ •lt."'·:"-ll 'l':-1 ~ 
'""'ni'"'""·I"J.1' , ....•.•..•....•.. , •..• , 
t. (\., ......... , ,,,., 'J .. •I ..... rt.th' , .. , .. ~ , .... .., lti\Oil~ Y•• ~. 
\0, Wt.-\d )'\-" ·~o tln.u-~ot u.,..!\:r-1 lor a 1hr•'· ••• ,,... 'r•• :CO 
11. Do r-~ avJ.f,fliT fr•rl •hr •hfll Jo;N .. ,,: \0 ullo. (.;) ._,. Yu :iO 
tnz&dl•• ur••<'''·, ... , .•.••..•.•• ,., ••• 
U. O,a In a .. ,.d., Jo rA lt.a< ,...~ tc-r:-.~r and ee-l Yu ~o 
Inc; I'} 7 •• , , . , , • , •••• , •• , • r. , .. , , •..•• , , 
\J. tV r-- .. r, ... ,loJ &!<o~<-c:• ,,.,1J_. • ..,.., ol ,..,._ ,...cnotnll... Tr• ~-
t4. ()..) f"\'1' ol•tf\ "'"''''''"""I L"'l"(t r~,.. ,• ...... 111 roolh.n-• y,. ~o 
~._.,.,or at<cl? ..•••. , • , , , ••••.•.• , ..•.•• , , 
1~. Cu•rr•I1J•~ 70<.1 s-rcfrr , .. ,JI•C 14 mc-f'llrc ~~pt.?.. Yrs }Ito 
11. As• 'fOJJ lcrllf(l flt~r rull7 h.w't'P .•• , , ••• , • • Trl l'f• 
lt. Do JV~~II'I•acolrJ ~!a lo\7., .••• , •••• ,...... Y•• N• 
11. t'..;~ J"-1.1 (oo.o ,.,.,~.ld!J f.••• '"""''"'• '""I k't-11 t~.tt fO" Yte P:a 
•""""-' r...,l /o\o.t 1;1& .. .-r ......... ,, t• lo...t>u• t\.-.....rtJ,, 0 ,,,, o 
It, Au 1r;,oJ toMtll~r• t.. ... u,luc oY" •llh """'ll' and y,. !f• 
looroC"''In••• trrr •'•at.t-a7 •••.•••••••• , •••••• 
tD. f\,;.)•"'F''f.-r1Gl,•-r•lr•1"'''1"'CIIIfrltr..:!a' .•••• Y•• J:o 
1\, [lou)- d•)JII" .. '1'1 I 14f? o. o, o,,,,,,,,,, o, o, o f•l :fq 
11. ""l.c" pr<o 1·1C' •'-,.,.' u yvv, " J"''oo jr-<~~.~l 1•clt 7, , • • • • Y•• tlo 
11, Au JW O~l.ffl UQO.ot.~r-1 •t..-...t frell~~ta Q! l"ltt t,,,,,, T•l ~ 
IC, Ar• allr-t t-..1••111 ,..,..d u-' ckalr•~lll -•' , • , • , , Y•• tl'• 
2•. C.ol'l , .. v ....... n, 1.-t ,._..,,,..u 1.0 trod r"J"1 ,.""'racU • Yu !'to 
lot II. &•J l>4fiJ• , , , , , , •• , , , •, , , • , , , , , •,, 
11, ..-......._~ J"'U uti)~' u·lf IC"fl•• or "lllf."IIJ•Itrwrc•',.. Tta tfe 
It, Do"'-',., p. .. ,.,,. thlnll ul ~ u boo.~ -.rr7 huiJ7 , , ~ y,. :Co 
Jl. A!l•r ,..,.. h.nr ,,,,...,. •4.,..,.,.,,,., l"'r"''~ .. l do,..,., oft.:• Yc-• ~ 
,u,,f' ••• , !·•'""" , ..... , .... u • .. ~,. ,,.,,., t.._·tkrt ••••• 
2t. Nr )'VOl "'"•i1J q .. ht ..,...._,.,.)!AI au· ell~ ot~r f'('"Jplrf Yc-• ~ 
20, 0o J"'" "''''~otll,..,., t&J••Irf •• , , . , • , , • , , •• , • , • Yr• N• 
" II L 
~1. t'o !t..~u ....... ~l"t'LLC,\ 1\'JJ t..#C! 1-!1 C_..t rA ~ ":'ce ~ 
,!,..p7 ••••••• 0 ••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••• 
lt. I: tkr• b a.,..,-.u}\11'( T-"" ..-v.l 14 k-<ow a'.o-....1, ...,._\d 'f.-2 !to 
T.!Y r•''cr ~<'()'-It"" t.. a to-·--:.\ ~-•" ll~._ to ••1:"1#'.-
c-.-oorl ttl •.••• 0 •••••• 0 •••••••••••• 0 •• 0 •• 
Sl . .l<1 ~ret ;•~tJI'..lt:~• Gt t.":;ar:~;~!r.& to JVll' L...,l,,.. Ttt ?C. 
l4. OJ t'N !•'o, ,..., kb~ c.f .,t-t\. t\it J?• 1W. 10 r-r d~ 'to.l :C., 
•-:~·ht"'t.a7 •. 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
,S, Oo::t r~ c..t ~~~,,-;., "t •"..a.l.Jr-l or tr.-,..,t.hr-c'........ '!'•• l"• 
J&. w....,:.l )'--"' ,: ... 1 , .!u~"' "'''Jit.J•C" t>t ,....,,Li,llool, T•• ~· 
1•(<1 tf )'"" ),,,. t! fl J·..-1 l•oJ~d 1-t"H W !too..'~ ...,.1? , , 
:n. f\ol ,_.. ... ~ .. : .. t..o~"'& •II", crt•-.! ... !.or:,,,._,~ .... tooa CQt Tu :C• 
•"'"n..-rl ....•............•••...•.•••••• 
l~. AtC)'V'''"'''I'd•!fl'"'"""'···•••••·•••••••• '!'•1 !<41 
Jt. tn r~ IU·• """'"" tJ.hC• t• •'.lo\ ,...., t.o•• t.. •~'~ ~-
q .. lc\J7l .•.•.••• , , • , , •.•••• , •••••••••• , 
43, 0., r-<J. •orr, .~ .... , •·-ful L"'""' •~•I c.IC--"'·' b.Jrv•f,. 1'•• ~· 
Cl. Arc 7:)U s!.:-• u.J .. r..'-:.,rriN !.1' ~.-. ••1 ]U'4 ~·1. •• Tu ~ 
41. l:n• )"'' f~•r ,....,.,. h't f,,, ., •t ,.,:•.\,-.,. I or •-orlo. f, T~• :C• 
tl. t\o )"V'J ,__._, .• ~I-JIJ r.!""'t~.artl7,, •• ,, ••• ,,,., •• Tell !i<l 
U, D-3 )'0'1 \1~ tat\.1:-, to ,..-.;;!a .c. t:~vt!rro th.U 7~ .-u..·~ TH ~ 
a:.ntt :%~Ita • t~-l:'lt~ o! u:\.;;., to • •'.l•~crr1' •• , ••• 
45. ~r.:CAJ froo..!.lrd tr ac~ ... , •rd r•l ... t •••••• , • • • • y.. ,.,.. 
te, \1-'w"" rw tt- ur7 u,•.~~,. t! )'f'lf 1r-..\J ,...,._ Ha !-cO YM "-
oll-'"-::oJk tnall o.f \!..-l;t'A1 ••••• , •••• ,,,.,.,, 
41, WovU )Vol ctll )'U'-<ttcll 1 M,-,.w• prn~t,,.,,, •, Ttl 1"e 
41. Of all t~-t f"":"lrl.- JV" \r.c• 1-1'1 tht'rt 10"'-• ~,.. J" T.. )fa 
t'!rllnlitiJ •'<- "'l'::t!!Ul .• ,, , • , , •.••• , •• ••• ••• 
"'· '-'":.o'"\J J- 117 J'"'-' •rr• h~l7 u!f·o:-cm!•'tl'ltl., o, •, T•• l'fe 
YJ. Ara )'011 UIIIJ t..u-1 ._,,,11 po;-or\a flf'ld h"~ •U" f<"4- Tu ~. 
}114ir •ork 1,,., .. , .... , .. , . , ..• , .•.. , , , • 
&1. ~ ,......, Hrod II t.J&d to reliiJ u}o.:J ,..,.__~ui! 11• ,,...... Tu ~ 
lr ,.,,,, .••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 
U. Au J""'lroo.\#!o:<!! "'ll·' f~~Lr.;• d lo.ft-;korltJt •• , •• , Tu :C. 
~:J. Ca" )Q',I roltiiJ 111 ID.,.. hJ'e lA\0 I tll!wr l!ull pu1Jfo Yae l"'i 
:s-4. (\Q r..., •or~rt;_-.,., ul'- aL<.o.tll!':l'l(a ):Joo k..~ ~ooJ.Vof Yu ~ 
J.!O")<l\,. ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••• 
~~- !lQ r ... ......,.,,..,. a1ocoo1t ywr br-lt.lrl............... T•• ,c. 
54, Do you tr•..a parv-c r:-•"U o.~ ..C.Crt7........... Tr• ~ 
st. Do JO'I • ..nrr tro~ •lN"rWrtnru7 •• , ••.•• , • • • • Tr·• t'e 
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r F .. 1 
1. I c!"!.c:~ vi:h p---~F:c v~'.!l~ ~~ r.:Jrc ~~fizd_ t~ =.bout L'11nc9. 
.2. :t !:! r.n:!c::!~-:~: t.) l!~~:::l to~ lcr:t.·..:: ... r .... :--_o c~r_.,ot ::;f_~-::!'1 to I:l .. "Uto up 
~.is :-.!:.d .:.r. to -..:!....:: ~ ~~c r~-~:ly b~!i;:·•:cs. 
J. 1 f!.:-.C t.!·.:. t. .:. ~-.:..1!-cr:!::-..:d nt..~Cc of lifl.! with rc~.UG.r hou:-s 19 
c~~E:.:r~!.~l ~':' ':':.;r t: .·;~-~ .... -~.::~~. 
1.. It i3 ~ ... :-:i fJ-: =·-· tc Zi-~F~-thizc •.lith sc=~ono \:h.:t is c.l· .. ~.ys do~btlnt' 


















0"..1!'" 't.~~:~{i:£ ... ,.:t:.l~ :-'-· ~· lo~ b•-tt .. ·:- cff it vo vcul~ ju!j!. forr;ct 
n!. .. ~'.!!. \.·.:=-:: .::.!:. ,. ~·:C:~ly", ".:.pp:-oY..i!~tr:!y", ~.!1d "rc:-~..:lp=>." 
! ::·.·:-r r .. ·~z.: j-...:. .. !:__7.- :t::; ::t<c".!t. r-c~'?lt.: u..~t.!l I ~., !'lUr"~ of tho r~ct!!.. 
:. s~:-~·-r: :• :-:: .. ':~ · .. i '!. tc .--.t·!.c ~c :-.:-.!t~ t:t· hi5 !.:ind even on tho :to~t 
d!.!"lic-..:.1' .. ~~--!..:. t~:...- .. .;. 
F0::- :-• ..:.~~ ~~'--:~·!•ti_,,:::: t~ .. ~.r~ !J jc::;t o::(.; r!cht :tr.!>\r~r, once:: pcrncn 
is :.L·l: t·.1 ~·-t .:-.ll ~}:.) f~cts. 
! !.!~~ ·~~ !:..··:.; .". f}:".C.:> !'c-:- l"\'~·:-:_.·~:~:f:~:: ~\l!d ~"'VC'!":•t!dnt; in 1tz p}~CC• 
I C.;-, 1• .. 1.:::~ ~~ ·.·-.':·}; ~·:~ :-. ; ':"Ot-h':-: l~;-..1~..-~~ ~!Lrc 1!: ~l~o po~:::ibl!-1 ty 
o~ {"'-:-: _ ___:~:...: .~'.!: •.:!'.:! ~~ c~.:-.3:--ct.:.t ~;.d. w;.:•_.I::!,!:J0~3 .:'1.::::·.:.:-;r. 
!L h·~·.:·~:-:.; ::.: ·.:t~ .... =--- ~: .. :·..:· ... :.:-.r. ~!.."1'.:-:~·..::t.- •. l !::t\.·!"r\!p~ .. ~ r.1:,· C~ily :-?trt!.no. 
Lc-::1!. c,~ !.!J-..; .:q,;l .. _:.:.::~t!l 0t> <tt.:.-.:·r~l~ l G'--t jn!.o r-.r0 o·:~r t:-"'-tt.c:-3 o! 
f!" i:.c i ;:·1.:. 
I ::;\ k~·.:·.:':! C.! ,'. i-_.;·d n:1{~ ;;t ... ·,--.c!y ,,-. .:-:-~:t..r. 
1 ri~::. 1 ~ .!.ik .. t::t·-.:~ tc !.: l~~,-~~:r• .. 1in ~:~t.~ t:np:-.:.r\i~t1-blt:. 
Or:cc l :.::·:.~ .. :y ~·.!.:.!~~-<!:~up 1 ~..:.lc!C'~1 ch".·::;0 it .• 
I t!::.:~:~ ::_ 2...:.: .-·.:--~.,t.~.:· .:·b:"<\:t. :-ici:t r:'.tl vrc:1r. !il.;,n ~-;~t fYJOplc. 
I:-__-. !!1 r.-..·.;co!' c:.' :~ \· . -r-~: ~trict erJ':.::-c .. ·::" . ..:!1t nf :-.Jl 1 . ..._\.::..t, no r . .-!ttc:-
• .-~:..·-..-.. t:!-.: ~-=ns(:r..:.·:!.~>:~ .• 
I :.:-..::'j":: !; . .:...: ._:) .:.-... :.i:.·:t. L".i ',/:Jr~: l!-t t.-.r...:.!'t~il;.· p!:tn::cd. nr-.tl orc:H\izcd. 
'!!.;...: ~:-,_.ut:.: \:!U: :.'..!!""./ f·:;-:pl.:; i~ t,:,._;!. 'L~r·::,· dc:1tt ta.!:u thi!'l~S :lcriou-"lY 
c:1r-·:c! .• 
I r.-..·t !-' .. !:7~ :::;t.-.t·.1 •r.1.: f:"c:- r.·~·!;.~}!' ;-;:'1 J r~~cl ot!l<'t"!i ::hculti do the !Jnt.l .. "• 
P~·:r! ... '-'1 \.) !':-t:·~ \\:: .. :::·.: :-t~ol w_,.~_,rt.1ln nb:"~ul titin;,:!t r.uh1 lh: feel 
U.!1C:.: t!c!"'!..;·.hl:..: • 
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16 I' f 
\~";! .. '.!TO ro: !~!!ida thl3 toc-k!c!. c:--c !:o.:!C ~:l~~tio:'lS ttJ ~cc vh.:lt c'ttit.udcs ~d 
i!1~7C:::~5 y~'.l r ..... ~v:. !:: .. ~:-::- :..:-c !'I.C "ri;:!-1~'' r.r.~ "\I:"C!\b" a.:-:.::· .. -ore bcC:J.USC CVCrJ-
C;"'.~ !'-..:.s ~::~ :-.:.s:':t t., h!~ c· .. ~ ·.'"!..:..,.-~. io b~ c.blc to cct t..'1o bo:Jt c.d~.-ico !!'"c.:-. 
y.:·z r"JJ~!.!l 1 'i:.::. ... -:.!1 ... -:-_;t ~o ~~-~· .. ·=:-- tr.~ oxc:tl~· n.r.d tru!y. 
•·i~.:._ ;;uu:.· ~·: C:":d 0~~.:.-:- y-:o..r:iculc..-s ~t, t.h~ to? of ycU!" tc!Jt !Jhcct. 
?!.:-s•, yc'J s~c~-~ c.~~· .... -:r -:.h:: !c~ !i: .. ::plc qu~~ticn3 b~lo'.J no t~~l you er.n 
~l·~ \.';\, ... th:r y0'.1 r.-::-- .. ~1 tu ~::1< ~n~·thir.,:;; bcfc-:-c ::t:-.rtir.c. J·.lthough you c:-o to 
rc.::.d tLc. q·J...:~~l,.·:~~ !:1 th~:~ tcs!.. 1 record. al:Jo yo'..t!" cn:u~r!l :lt the ~ido 
o~ ;.;c'...:.r tc~t ~~·:-:t. in tJv: colu:m Cc.:~i!.:~~;:d. '':.n~v:·:-!l". Ch·clo tho appro-
;.:-!.J.:c r.r.:.,.·::-:-. 
!~CY2:..:..-;: 
1. ! 1i.'·:c t'> vc.~c~1 t/.:xJ c~:o~e. (:>.) yes, (i;) occ.~~i•occ'llly, 
(o) no. 
2. .! p:-~.o·fc·r- r~·=-/~.C' \.'!-o: 
{c) :.·:;.· :-L·::·::-·.-L·d, (~) (r..:-..)) in ;_,et\.'.~C"~,., (c) :":"~r.ko fr-.!cr:~.~~ 
c.-~s~ly. 












4, 1;~,--:~ 1> to c.:.~Jd '" cat b to1 {a) kitlon 1 (t-) dt'(;, (c) boy, Q 
b 
0 
In r.•..=:')c:- [ot!:' -4..~~~=-c !.s ~ rlc~.t r.:1!:'.r,.;r-klt!.cn. nut. there nro "\'0':""/ 
fc·J ...,.,..:::h rcr;.='.:-:r • ..!..~-:c i:c:::~ c.:.!c•r.G th.: q~c..!lticrl~. 
L~-'< ;:_·~ H ""Y~'t!ct; !~ nat cl'·"r• 'rhJ c-n~lnor viJl toll you 3n n 
r·: .•. :~-::-.~ t.o !.t::--a !.!-"-• .:: 1'-:.c.:- r.r:J !lt::r!:.. 
h~~r. :-·-::-·J .::-.::;·.:.:t"
1 
:.;:v.;;> th:~:l fcc.r po!:!t.!" in :..:.!.r.d: 
1. Yc'.! ~=-c :.:a?.cd r:-:.t. ~o ~rr~·;.~ t!rs~ f-or.1·:!'ir.~. ~~_tJ~.~-[~_F~t, T"~~,,.t..r_:!l 
~.:-_:~~l~~:'J::_J.:':'_.:::~~. Of o.::Ot.:.!'!E', t~':! ~'J·::-.tic:-.:l ere teo ::h~:-t 
tC' c~v.:- :.-o·.: ..:1.!. ~:--. .::: ;•.r':.i~·~::.·.:-3 )'"=''.! ... ~.:-uld :so:--::x.tir:c:t 11}:c to ~..::·tc. 
r·c: !=-.:,:_1...,~~~ :~. ~li.'/0 q·J .... ·:'t.!OI'~ :1:"-k:> yo'J. 0~~·.\t 11 tC':1:l l:,I.!.U~SM r..nt.\ 
.;::.·.! :.:.i~ 1 :~ ':::: !"o:~.~- r <'!' fc.::"t!•.t.!l t.h.:n ':.."\.\!..:~"tt->.:11. ~'.tt yoa c.-:c to 
r·:...·!~· 11 !:::: ~!~c: .:·J.:-:-.. l[;L: r:-:.:..::·, 1' c:- to ztri~~n ;.'!.n c.v.:ro£C in ~il'.l..1tlo!1~ 
c!" • ... ~!~:;. i:tr,:.! 5t_·.LC.. C!.•:..:- th..: l;..;::;t C' •• ~:-;·.rL"r ;rou c.J.n ~t c r.~tc not 
~1,.·~·:.:-- t: . .::: !'!.·;~or ::;1.:-: a r:d::'..l!.c.. You :;!~o:..:J.t! fir.l.sh !n a !!ho:·t 
'!.i--::. 
T~?.~: 'jO J;:xT P,'.GE 
I • 
-2-
2, Try !10'> to fall b.:l~l! on t~~ 1!:.!-:!d..lo, "un~c:-tJnn" aneJ"C:'c cxcc;rt \t.lon 
tho an!vc:- at ci thcr c~.d is rc~l;r L;?'".,:.SL:!:.Z for yoa-j)'crr..:>;J' 
onco ovorJ t~o ~ tr~c~ q~~e~lon~. 
;3. Co :sure r.ot to :-\c1? :r~hl!lt;1 frj'! • ._J:S:~~- Z1.r:::Y r!' .. i! ..STIC:r, SCi:EP.D;!. 
SO'.JC :ny not. ~p~ly to yo'..l v:ry \.':1!. 1 ~J.! g!·1~ 7o·.:r b~~~ £"" •. ::~!55. Sc::10 
o.J.Y 9CC:J pcr~C·!"..:.l; bu~ rc;:;s::bc.::- t~..:.t ~~-= O.:'l!i'Ji::r~ =.:-c l:c;~ cc;.ti~c. .... t.hl 
.:.nd. e.:.:\."".0~ ~~c: scorLd \oi.:~out. :1 s:::~i:.l !!t:.r.cil k-:i'• 4·..r.!iv:::-s tc 
pu-tlcul:~::- qCJcstion3 o::re: ~.~t in~;:•·~tcrl. 
4. lJ'I!vcr :>.s honcstl:r ns poos1blu vl"'- t is tn:L> of Ya.J. Do n-:>t c~roly r.c.ko 
vhllt uccr>s "the right thin~ t<J ""•" t'> i:.'pr'"o th~ cr.rJ.ir.or, 





l. I.n c~rstr'J:~~"' so:::~t~:i:~:; I VJu!d t":lt~cr \:or:t: (:1) vith o. o. 
cc=! ~ ~c, (!J) l!.",:crt.::i::, (c) en c:; o'o!'.!, b 
c 
I f!.nG ~~s~lf ~.:.·..t;".:~;-..:; t~!nG!\J fC't" :1.0 F'~ttcuJ.1.:-- purpJ~Cl n 
(.:.) o;'t;c., (!::) ooc:.clc:-.-.!1:·, \cl n·,·:cr b 
c 
3. ~!h:!l t..-.l~:!.r.t: ! I.J.:.O: · • .': c~) to :J~j' thi ::cs' just :! s ! :~--.r •) ·c• ;:" ~'J ! :.:, Q. 
(b) ~n i::~t.1.::cn, (c) l<' ;;~t "'Y thou;;~t~ vcll Cl'[;..!".lz.rl f!r:t. b 
c 
4. ! n:·t::'" !'c~~} t~.:- t:!";~.~- t0 d~'s.~lC a:~rl fld;:~"'t \.'i1U~ J::)•t ~1ttlt\a !3till Q "t" ,.~ctl;;,:: (.:) tJ'Ilc, (>) ~.··,·rt.dn, (o) f.:lev. b 
c 
5. ··!S c. tc(:-..:~~:-, ! !.:~i~!·.:J !:1 sc:1ool ~?orts: (o.) occ.J~iono.lly, 




6. 1 \."'=''...:.!~ r.:.•-~---!"' stc~: in t!t.:. :1•~.:-~·..:t to ~tch ~n c.rti!.•- ~"'1.1!\~lr.e 
t~l.'::. l!s•.::1 t.J s~:oc ~-o-:-;,~c t.:·,!::t; a qe.~l'l'cl. (::) true, (b) U.'lcc-r-
t.,i::, (c) f~..l$c. 
7. I ~oo::~~!>:s !;~t J:. J. s~-ct::. of tension and tunoo11 a~ I thlnk of 







c. 1 :;~.:·t!...~-:s C(\•.:~t v!tc't!~,_·-r r:-.:oplc I CLl t..-:lki:~(. to cro rc"c.lly L'ltcrc!ltcd tl 
1r: ,.;._,~ 1 c:. o:.ylr.;:; •. , , l (') ( l '·(1) AI b 
.t._ },"..J. l' .11' ..... (tl Ll..•t•''t(,. ~ 1\.o c 
9. 
10. 
1 1·:-c~or to :o..:rry so.:::·cc:l,' "h" c.>n: (n) kc'p tllc f=ily intn·o•lc-d 
1~ !":.s. c-· .. --:1 :lcttv!'.i..::., (:.·) in ~ . ..::,:-.: .. "'n, (c) r:.::k ....... the fr..r.-.!ly n part 
co{" !.h~: !>Cic!.::l lite C·f tiL: :IC'i_,h!">t"Th.Jt)(~• 
l '.:-::'.!.!.d o·:..~h-:.r cr.j:~y lif,.: •";t:iLtly i~ ~y 0\.':\ \10Y U··-;.n bo o.c!r."..ircd 
Cc-: ~.J c.c!'lic;·c::cn•.s, (:o.) tr·..;c 1 (t) urc~~t:J.in (c) fal~c. 
11. I c:_-. \.:":":·~ c:.:-.~~..21:·· c!: =..1:.t ~l...._~~~G;l \..'ith ... ··-t!. b::ir'(; bfJt.h•.!rvd by 
;-:c:J:,; i--~~·:i::~; ;, 1 ... ~-... t.•f n,lL.c t:.:·~·:..::ld. 1· .. :. {u.) y~;:i, (~') in b('t\,'con, 
(d ~o. 
12. I !c:-:1 ·.~__:. t .on o:-. .._ c~ l\.:"J o=c;::;lon~ rccc!ltly I h.:.v.:: bcc:1 blc:lcd 



















I am al~y~ cblo to k~cp t~c oxprcsoion~ or :y !coling~ urncr 
exact control, (o) yes, (b) 1n bctvvcn, (c) no, 
i.t fifteen or_ :sixteen. I vent ~';o'..!t \.l!.th ~!1:, o~;-o~i~o sex. 
(n) :l lot, (b) cs c"'ch :1s co't ~o?lc, (c) :css t~~n no~t pcoplo 
l Hko to W.kc ::m ucUvc p::rt in Joci;:l :J.frairs, co=:itl.co vork, 
otc. (o) yo~, (b) in botv~:,n 1 (~) no, 
The ide:~ th::t slcl-.n•JSS ceres :>s !:'Uch frcn ::·:n!.:.l cs physic:~1 
e.:lUscs 13 =o~ cx.-:c::•r:.td, (a) yc~, (o) L'l botvccn, (c) no. 
17, Quito ""'"11 ~ctb.1ck3 occ::.sion..~lly irrit:lt<:> Po too :;;uch, (<l) 7cs, 
(b) 1n bctvccn, (c) no. 
18. I very raroly l:.l'.!!'t out c:1::oyi~!: rco-.,rk~ t!-.~t h•.!:t pc?plo'a 
!cclino;s, (u) tr1.!? 1 (b) unccrt:dn, (c) false. 
19. It bo~hcrs no if pco1J." th1nJ.: I co bc!r.:; too \!nco:l'!cr.t! .. ::.ll or 
odd, (a, a lot, (t>) sct.!c-.·h.:.t, (c) not :~tall 
20. liosl pcoplu ,.;>uJd bo luppicr H they livc:i ooro v!.th th<:ir !c'!..lc-.tn 
and did tho e~c thin~;s as other~. (::!) yes, (b) in bctvcc:11 (c) no 
21, I like- to go l".y ovn Vl'/ 1,,t~:od <of' ::t:tbg on C:;>?:·ovcd :-ulco. 
(a) tn.:o, (b) uncorl::tln1 (L) f;:bc. 
22, Orton 1 cot ::tncry vil~ people too quickly. {;>) yc~, (b) i.!l 
botvocn, (c) llo, 
2J, 1/hcn sc::I"thln;; Ui'~ots tlc1 I gcncr;~lly c.::ln cc;:L., quite <;ulckly, 
(a) yoo, (~) in bo~v~cn, (c) n~. 
21.. I ll~:o t~ dt' .:y p).1nnint; c.lo1,c 1 vit!loUt 1.n:.c.rru:}t1on!\ at'.d 
"u~;gc~tion~ fro'' other". (n) yes, (b) in botvcca, (c) no. 
25. I cooctl!.lCS lut ey cctio:J' &cl ~v.:ycd by fc.:cl1n&s of J=lou.sr. 




















































l bdJe,.., r.r.Vy •'th-. boH ""'! t>Ct c!.omy3 bo rig~t, but ho 
a!v-..;ro !-..:~" th" richt to bas~." (~} yo~, (b) unccrto1n, (c) no, 
I tc"d to trc:cblc or p-:rspirc vhcn I thi.V. of :> difficult tosk 
o.hc.:d, (:~) [;Cnt·rnlly, ("b) occ~sion~lly, (c) neve:-. 
Jr p.:oplo ~~.P·.tt !nJ~t:C!'tio~!\ \..'hen 1 1CL pl:o.;lnl. (\ &~-~c, it doc:s not 
upoct '""· (.1) true, (b) u.~cc::-t..."J.in, (c) (o.lsc, 
I b·n·n bott~r by, (a) rc:•u1nr.; a v~ll-vr1lton book, (b) in 
butucan, (c) jolnlnc a c-roup !!ocuooion. 
I l:nV0 pcriotl!i vhcn 1 t1:t h.!rd to ~tor> (\ need or llolf-pi ty. 
(::.) often, (b) occ::olc:l.Olly, (c) never. 
I liku to !.'nit till I ::1:l ~uro th.~ t vhcn I c.::1 e.::.ylnt: 1~ correct, 
before ! pu~ f0rt!r en ~rC'.L'::cnt. (a) o..l~·~ys, (b) ccnor.:).ly, 
(c) o::.lj· ~f i~ 1 s pr.:ctic::blc. 
S!"'.!.'lll thlr.c::; so::-:c.:t1r.tc!> uc~t o:1 ny norvcs" tmb.:.J.r~~ly th~ueh I 
rc.:lbc th··'" to bo trivial, (a) yc~, (b) in bct..,ccn, (c) no. 
I dcJn'l often ""'.! th!r.(." on the epur or t:.c uO!r.cnt. th.'lt I grco.tl:y 
































'r!':t.: !':-::~·-...·!~~~ !!1 o. s~-..:C.j .. or' \.'h.;!t the C'.:~~:--.:-.! ~':lie th!nk} .l:l':! feel~ ~bout 
~ m:::·':,-r o~' \·_·.rr-:-~--~t. !j('ct.:.l ."!.t~d f'•-·t".:!•_•:t.!:!. ·1U::.,~tc:1!J• l'c h.::vc trict! to 
c'J·.-.::- :::.:::y L!_~:!'.·r-..:::t .::.zd Ci'f-'".J!,i~:G p0i:1t~ cf vlcv; you :.~y fJ~·l yv'.U·~clf 
.:;::r:.:._-:::c :.~:-v~£):.r v!th .JC'rl::' cf :_!;,._ ~L!.f..(·r..~::-:.~a, di!!~t_Tc~ir~r; Ju:;t .::t:> ntrongly 
"-'i:.!-~ c~:.c!"s, :.!.-.! pr..r~:ps ~'1ccr-t::io1 :J.bc:.I' .. :>!.h..::-s; \.l~~~h~r you nt;roc· or dis-
c:.:;:·~;:: ~:1• .. ! l.~.y s~::tc.:··--:1!, .:ou c.:.:-: L..:- !:~C t~;::.t L::·;,ny r.....:-oplo f~cl th0 !;L!:J.O 
.:.:1 ;t·Yl C.o. 
~~ ... :-;: <:;::h s~~ t..::.Jc:-1!. in ~he lr::!'t n:.1·t;~:-. a!:'co!"dine to ho~ ::1uch you c.sr~o o~ 
C.i!:,..._£'!".::~ \.·:!.~. it... ?.:.c:.:.sc r..J.:-k cv::.r-y 0:1~. 
\;ritv +1 1 ..... ~ .. ~j, c..!" -1 1 -~, -J, G.::p_·r.{!i•!~ on h~·.~ you fvcl in cr.ch clr.:~. 
+l 
-+~ 
I q;rc~ " 1~ tt1.:> 
l .:&:-~:: 0:1 th.:: \.'h·Jlc 




I di "''r··.;c _::>. 11 ttlc 
l d1~-~~·rcJ en the v:•olo 
I di~:~~rcc v0ry ~~ch 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY JUT '-'>·'"'o · wY->c.v< '""-
Dr•A.aT~n-rf OJI' JI"''YCJIO:.OCY • Ott"> I It • I: 
Novc~;c~ 4, 1965 
Dr. Chnrlc• L. Alcorn 
Ocrart~cnt of Psycholur,y 
¥.c!:cn•!rec Co llq;o 
Lebanon, Illinois 52254 
Dear Dr. Alcorn: 
You certainly have :::y pcn:~!od.on to u'e the 
Dog~1tts~ Sc~lc for rcs~3rch ?urro5cs. All 
you have to do 1~ ~!~~Qgraph it yourself vith 
the in~truct ions frc'":'l D~:S..!.....!!~~CJ..9s£'r!_.:~~-t:E_ 
(~cv Yar:.~: B.1!J!c Bcck9 • ~0!• f-'.1rk 1\'.'C'!I'Je $o•.1th, 
t\c·J Y~ri<, N~-.•'..1 '1vrk 10016). Y..1y I 5U!:~t:!;t • ho-J-
evcr, rho:!: yet.• r1!x up t!1':'! itc~l!l w~ll an.J, t! 
pO~l~lh1t:', {lol 11 thr·;1 \.l{th A !t'ol itt·t_'l. frtrl •ny 
other sc.:ll• thJt •rou c~:-c tC" cho:>:.r.. It c:!oc!1n 1 t 
ri..1ttcr h7..t you c-.!..~ then up nn.J it do<:sn't ~ .. lttet 
1.1h.1t lt<·:~:!l you \.l:>r to p.:1d thr::':., .... tth. 
certalnly hope thH ycu ~·lll furnish t>e u!th 












1. '!!!c t!:l! ·.~o S:.. .... '.~:~ :"..!oC Ru:.,i~ hl~·~~ jt~~t :.bout ~othlna: in cc~on .. 
2. Cc;:..""J'..!."".L!!} .""'.r:.C. c.- ~~~ ... ~lct~~l hc..v..:: Ot)!.:tinc; in coo:-:on, 
). ·!"t:.: ;::-.L·h.:ipl .... 5 ! :1:·Jc cc::..: tv bc~lcvc !!1 ::.rc qul~<.: dl!!"crc~t 
frc:1 th.:-.:-....: b ... :l!..:\'..:-d. ir. by =:o.o;,t P<'crl-.:-. 
!.. !I! :. :oc·.-. td <.!'-r·:·J~$ion pcop!•J h::vc c -ro.y o£' brint;ing Uj> irrolcvant 
is~U~;j ;;-.:~i~ ... r ~h:-"1 stid·:ir.ti to the r:-.c!n ies~c. 
5. Tl':.::: t.i~~:- st fc:·-: cf ccv .r:-J,!..:!lt. !!j .:: dc-~o::r~cy .:1nd the h!r;hc~t f~!"t'. 
of..: ..jc::-... :•cr\--:.c:r !r. .: r;o·: ... :r-1~ <..;I~t ru.;. by t~11..>~<.: \o"~lo c.rl.: ~o!it i.!ltclliJJC!l" 
6. .Ev..::: ::1!.. t.~- f!"·---~~: t of :::!~~ch for .:!ll ~rot!p~ is r. vorthuh!lc cc:1l 1 
!!. is ·..:;:,·c:-~·...:..I.:L ly n..:c..:~s.-:ry to n~t.~:--tct th<." frcc~c:J of CCl'!...'lin 
p.Jl! ti-:~1 t_ :-.:~!.)~. 
7, 1::--iL· t:1: \.Co<: o: force 1~ v:-2:1[: b· ;:nd )~::-.;~, lt is ~e-.,:tl:.;c~ 
ti~~ v.1ly ~.-:.y !D: -;iLl._. :o .:-.Jv..:.n.::.::' ,J. ~:cot•l•; id~.r.l. 
5. [v.:n U-,,·•: ~!1 1 J:}.V:; ,-: l~··t of f~i th in :h·.· i:;tc!li[!::"r.CC O:~d vi:.Joo 
c;· ~h·. c,· . .!::crc r._:c. I r.uc.l o~y U-..:t th,. t1:I$:;C~ bd1..1vu stupidly 
.:1 t t.!..&.:~.;,. 
<;. 1t i< c .lj• ~e·.·u!-.:1 t~••t::. p.:rsc·n V-l:t.ld "-·we::. much bettor ::>cqua:L"l-
t.:.:"J~c ·.r1 :h i~.:. .... ::; he b(.·li~vc·:J in :~.1!- \!i t;l iclt:::t!! he Of-1".)::.::3, 
1~. Th.;~,· ~:r ..... ~:.:-:-:.~1:! !'!.:.!::·::..'' \.o'}Lleh .:1rc.. rc~lly t~c .:;:lJ'h.: c~1cn tho\t{;h 
·.:hJ l::..:Ji..·\'.:. !n t~~c:~~ 11 .i!lr.:.:; 11 t!'"y to tell you tr.cy c..ro 
Ci!""!\::-...:::.~ .• 
!~·)~,:' 
!..1. 1~::-. ~:: h.. <l·.;n i~ o: h.:Jplc!';~ ...:rirl L11.~h:r.:-thh.: cr-cnturo. 
12. 1\:.,:.l.:::-<nt~lly, th~ vorld 110 livo in b::. p:-otty lonc5omc plnco. 
lJ. !1:~st p::::r·lc ju:.t dc:•'t t;!\1~ 0.1 •'G..:-.r~..n' 1 [f..lr oUa.:t·~. 
U. l 1d 1!~..: 1 t !f I .:cu.ld fLd :.;OJ,!CV:t-.; vho \:ould t~ll mo hov to 
:s~~·:c :!j' ::·~:-:>:::.-.1 ~T·:;bld1!i. 
15. I!. i5 o:.lJ :-.:.t• .. t:·:J for;·. J:"'4.:r3oa to b~ r.1::.h.;r fc~r!\tl of tho futu:c. 
16. ';h·.:-...: 1:. ~c· u·.:t·h to b ...... c!u:1C r.,ld so liLll~ ti~.'r..: to do !t 1!"l .. 
)7. ~.:: 1 c~··~ '.J=''.:J • .J up in .l h(:-tcd di!.oCU~:llO!l I ju:ll c.J.nlt ~top. 
1~. !c. " cJ:s:·J~~,L:n I oftc:1 f!r:d it nc,cc~~;:ry to .rc;'C.1t ~;;aclf scvural 























In :1 ht::>tcd di9cu,n!on I ecnc::-:J.lly bccoro !!O :~bs~rbc.d in v!l::t I 
CJ:I goirv~ to SlY t~t I rore~t to li~tcn to vhlt o~!'lcr!! ::..ro e.:.y-'..r..;;. 
In c ~!~eu3~ion I ~on~~~c~ in~rr~p~ ot~~rn too ~~ch in ~ c~g~­
noss tc. ).fJt O!cro>s li"J ovn pcint of ~lev, 
It 1:. bctt"r to be :1 do::d hero th.on " 11-lc cov.:.rd. 
riy hlrdc>t b.:.ttl"' ::.rt \lith n;,-scll. 
J.t tio"11 I thin!: I :l!:l no good .1t :>11, 
! ~ ~rrai<! or ?Coplc vtc. ~~ to !in~ cut v~t l'c r~·Y liko 
for fc:>r they'll bt c!b::;>;:ointtd ln :::c, 
\lhllo I dcn 1t lil:c: to :!~-cit thin even lo t:y3~lf, r::y eccrct 
t!..C'lbitio:-t is tc bC.;Ct:~·~ c. cr~:~t n.:.:l., llb:· Ein~t .. ~in, or Bct:• .. hovcn, 
or ~h.:..l:c:;~.:rc. 
The mcin thine in lifo is fo1· ll ;:>crzon to 1r.:.nt to do srocthing 
inp<:>:-t.::nl. 
If eivcn lh<.: clco.nc~ I voulJ do oo:-.othinc of crc~t b.::o~flL for tho 
\lorl<l. 
If I h.<d to choooc; bct\."cC:l }-..::pp1n::D~ nr.d c;rcatncos, Jld cl:cc'o 
b,'l"C:ltnt""S!l, 
It's :~11 too true lh--"'.l J>.:)Oplo Just VO!lrt pr::ctico \1!-.".t tl:cy J-rcc.ch, 
~:o$l V.opl.l <l!'O fnilurc:s and it b the eystcu vhich h rcsp,~siblo 
for ~h1~. 
l h2.vo often rolt th;:.t stror-t;crs \.'cro look!~:; at C:.~ critlc:tlly • 
It is cnly nalU!'.ll for n ~Jrs>n to h-~vo c guilty conncicnco, 
Pcoplo r.:>y insultlne :~nd VlU(;:>r th!nea about t:e>, 
I an 5uro I ~ bcine t::>L~~~ ::.bout. 
In the hbtoq of m:>:<!r.d there.; h:!vo prob:.bly been jw;t o. h.:mdful 
Of TC:lJ.l"J en:t th:ni:cr~. 
Thcro ere: a nu:l:.,or or pcoplt· I h-Wil c=c to rotc boccuso of tho 
things they sl.,.,d for, 
;, 1:\~1\ v!lo do~r. not bCJ.iC:V<.; 1:1 901'.0 &rc:.t c:lU!JO J>~r r.C't rcnlly live<!, 
It ic only 11~0n :1. p<.r5on <l<-vutca h.i.':!sclf to nn !r!Oil)_ or c::u!o t~t 










C'!' .:.11 ~:~.: .. !!!~·-.:-'-.. ,t i)hilc:J('phi(:~ uhl'!h cY.i!Jt. in th!.s \lorld 
t~ ..... rc !s p:-~-~-:::ly c.L.y o~o !..1:-..ic-h 1:; correct. 
. :. ,.X:!"'!.i.::: ~:':: ~-~t!l , . .-~t.::u::;i::.stic .1~uu•. too ::::.r.y C.J.'.!SC.9 is likely 
tc C: ~ p· .... •_ ::; 11 \:~!!~·.:,·-·..-:-. .;ily 11 sort of f'0!"!::C!l. 
To co: .;:r:~ .. !!!..; \j",_ !h C' .. -!4. roll tier 1 op:.>o:-:..;n~s is d:-.r.f::C1'"0!.1!l bcCOU!IO 
it cs'c..:..:l!,:.· l,,~ .. ~~ t<' t!l..: b.;tt·.:)"."!l of cur a,,;, !lid~* 
l.':-:L~ i: L:::. ~ to Ci:"f..:r·.::ic..:s of c;1nion in rcliclul\ \..'C tru~t bo 
c.::.:--..:~ ~.:t. t.:o cc::.:, ... ,_)nls ... \lith tl;~!j~.-- h'!t? believe differently 
r~~ .. :..:...: ·:..::.:; ~:~ c:0. 
43 .. I:: -...:~:':; li~-- t.:~sc, ~ ~.:-!""~C;! r:'t~t b..: pr~..:tty ~r:l!'i!lh 1r ho con-
~:J .... :-~ r:-i ~t:-t.l.r i:!:-. ""·m lJ.J.t'! l:h':J~. 
U.. To cc .~~,· .. i,. c·:•:, cur f'>l!tic:-.1 "P?On!nts 13 to bo cullty 
o! .:lf'f-...... :.:..,.!·· :1· .• 
45. ~~- t.:~:-_:! -·:-.!.. ~ ..... r:::cn co'-l11 c-u: .. •-:J.t. i!! to ::1t.t..a-:::< publicJy 
t! . .: :-~c~-:~ ...-::> ~-.:1.;...:.·:-...; ii!. the!::::-. ..:- t..:li!":~ h.: doo!i. 
4S. !~~ t!.•:.: 1 t':. ~~·. :.·: ! ~ is l,f~._:t 11·~'2•:::·~:-,:·y tu t•t: rvr-l! o~\ S.\l~!"l~ 
.J;.:::.::~ ! :. :".!: i--l.!. C"~tt !•y f:C0:.l...• 01' b!"O~t;.':J ln 0~\L~I!I Vvrl CD.!lp 
~:--:!.r. ~;. !.L.:_:.:. ir: ~~t... o::;.c~,_:•:G c.::: 1·'· 
1..7. .• r:rou~. ~::d ... h ~rl .. · r~~ ·.~..:; t('0 7.u ... l: di ff\.·t·~nc~::; of opinion cr...,ne 
1~:1 c· ... r. :.:_:.~J-..:!"'3 c.:.::::12t. ...:xlst for lent;. 
L"'_. r~I'-T'- ;·.·~ ~·-·."'·.:.·.I.: {l(' p.•t-,p]l~ in tl·!:; l.".•rld: th:·:a.• .... ~l~l nro rc-:· 
t;~t· ~!"....:~.-, .~ .. • t;, .. 1.· \:~:.' ~t·l. .·,_:.i~~:..t t!h. tnat~\. 
1.9~ ;~y ~'.!.c.:-~ ::-•:11:.. t:~l •. ill."\'.:o.~ a. 1'·--r!::.>n ~~'.lhL-.)r!tly refuse~ to nd.:.U.t ho':'l 
\.":'Cfl(;, 
s:·. :. t·-"!":.nJ!i •tiL~ Lh~!L~:i Pt"L.!.:rily of hi:J Ot."! .. P .. ;ppincss is b0ncnth 
c\:--.~ ... -~.vt. 
51. ~:r::t o:' ~:-·. bl ... J~ \::d.c~l ~-~;t J-l'it1tu.l no~r~c!..lyj c.l·cn't \-IOr-th tho 
F'·l'· l" ._::_y ·-~'· r:-l:.t~L on. 
52, I cc:;.;~i::cc. ~:.".'c u tcc . ..!Lncy tc !J,, too c!'l tic;:l of tho !clc.o~ of 
ot~r:-s. 
5J. I:-:. t::.:.: ='-:Tlic-;·~ .d \.'~-.~·ld of o~s t!: .. .- orJ.y v.:y vc Ci!n k.nO\' v1"..1.t'' 
g":'!!I~ V:l .i3 !·:- ;.ly ... •n l...:~o:.!._.·s vr c;·j_:..:rt:J .... ~o c.:-.n b~ tr-..:!>tcd. 
5~. :~· 1:- ('1ft.:-:~ d~;..,.t':!:;l\· to ~·..:::>_1'\'..J jt.:-~t_:<.! ..... llt. e.l')Ut \t!!..~t 1 :; SO!ng On 
'..1.-.-:.11 c.::.."! !"'..~~ ~~·! =. ci-..-.nc...: to h..:~r t:tv cylr.h""~u~ of thL'3C o~o 
r.:~t-"- .:~~:;. 
55. In :.;\t.: lr-:;,: r~.u: the iJ.;,..;t \..'~Y to !ivc 1s to 1Jick fr!~_-.;\do and 








There 1 , n<> u"c vutir.e yot:r no,cy O!: n~v~P"f"r!l .r....ich you la:ov 
in ::<!y~r.c~ ::rc ju3L pl:.ir. prc;c.:eo.nd...._, 
Yo•l.~G people ~h~.·.!ld nc~ ~vc c:.s:,· ::cc(:~3 to boob v!llch ::...-o 
lik~lJ to COi.fU5~ th~ • 
t:1o prc~c::t is r.ll too often fu:!.l of unr..:'.p;oi.'>c,, 
ruturc tr..:'.. co~~t3, 
It J.s only th.:l 
It 1~ by roturr.J.nt: to ow· u1or1ou~ ::.nd forgotten p:.~t tro.t rccl 
:soc:cl pro~c::s c~!". b·:. achlcvcC.. 
'ro ;::chicvc t!lu h::~·;::lncss or r::.c.r.kir.d in the fl,:turc 1t. is s=tbc~ 





ftc::d ~!lc :lt..l.·-•-=•·=~t :~;~!! <!o:"d-!c \/l•;•.h, r or nl,)~ !t 1~ tf'\~O a.:a tt ~ppllo1 to 1ou. 
ln t-.'1.: 1.:!'~ ~.:.nJ. coltc'_"\ a.r:O.. 1'1'..1·' cr i.:.bc for ,;::.ch cL"..t<r.<Jnt. 
Ll!£ 
1. Th-:.:-~ c.r: d:~y::; \1~1- none .J.v:.r.u:l h·:FJ sl~:p v~th<jut a ec.ro L"l t..~ 
\Jo:-!.! 1 f--.:.11 c~ :-:3t =.,,.-j c~":.:!···,·r.ca:; fo;- v~t~o.vcr- 11c' !1!-.. -,::d o! t--~ 
2. e:,,_._._!'-1 t!·· f''!tr~.· _..__,.! s::1ll:~r. s·:.rr~cc o!' r.l.n'• f\.,turo 1e n. 
t:o':.':.-..!..!' .. :; pt C'!" "'t~!~ 
). -:'~·.; r ... ·.·.! •_:';: •_,_ .. :r r,f ltfr:: cl·~·~:~!:.t.J of c prN·:,l!O:-t o!' c!b!Uu."'110!'-
1:··'1!.~, \.'1 i1 ~--_.~ L- ... - co:'\.!5 L..._1~ .1r..: \/':):-~~ tho effort !;-en~ 1n 
rL:l :'·~ r. 1: !· •• 
J.. !C·\..1 \I~Jl <:• ot.d1·~j' l_._; !• ~t ~ .. -~1r.r1 1!' )'OU ntr;p t.oo o(t.,.n or l'XI 
l,..J.t_; to ~~tv•: a k l,.b,: 11..-.!' t t~J c 1.kr I' llf•1c. 
'· Y. •. -.:.: ~·t: ~Jh:: I~ 'k· J.•· qJ1• ,•·:·. u.~'. {•f'•• 1, r:n t,.!L"'r~·n:nt•lr. 
::r·! .1 1-;1 ·1.~ ·1 •, !·.r of;,} l';:q--•:t~Hl , .. ,,\•t( ... ~tiv,\ (ll''lf' 
(~, ·:• L·r !:·· '\~ J'.L·r.). 
6. \'...ry fcv ?-ei !c C.".i. ~~ t!"'.l!.~v._"_!• 
1. lr::: !...- ... !• •.:• f•.:.1~G~ ~S:: c!...!~lr:r h::- c.--_n cxrc::rd ~~_:_!-_:~~'\ 
l.!.:::..~L-:'".:.:~~ c!" u_, =:u;;•!y cr • n•.r(:J tn t!,c :;~·n·lc•J of o~:~~..r,. 
B. ~~ · J:-·•. r-··::. 1:1 F· ~~y !''-r.lt!!:d 1t 1(• -J:~. OJ !!' th~ l·bt1fl~~ ~"'=':--o 
h .. ~.t!i:·.,: fl•r th. l;'..! ,_;,_;:·_.: f\::,_! 1 ~ '. -!"c!, s·. !...:!~~-~1 1 r.l"'~"l v.-<.r. 
9. 1~•:. \;_•:!! !~ '.·;· :·}•··: 11!~~~ 0;'[·~·:·~·1::!•.!-·:.. :-.:d r:·,•t•!·r•_:. or -''J-'C<'~~ 
fer- ::.:-1·;·f_ · ·~-·- ~ .... !"; !d, r.'. l•L:~;h--.~!~.:l '-0 p.rccb·;_: t!':: .. =J. 
~J. -~' r,· ~:; llt!lr Ch·:lC-~ or C\'.!" f\r·-!!l·i.~rr:·i t.~l•j•lrh!I:J, 
!t,•• •; .::'.. H.ljd'! 1._j' u!' l••.rl ::\;"'\' t:-u!~ft:J .::.•·! <!.,;.:~~·!-·nt:. 






~tr: :.!'1 H 1. )' l•! tn !~.:v; fa\t~~ 1n l'1{- h-.jnrtty ('or )'(lU:- f(.,llo\.l:l~n, 
!t ,;, •.:: n~Jt J·-j' ul f. 
If' 'j•U Ill,'•' !':\'..h l:i )'·.J.If' rd-nl!., \.~ ... y vill !"o;l•!.tl dt"--~i·~~!nt..yc-\1. 
J:; tLi:; .r .. (1!' ::j-1- =- •.•.-1v-·..:.r.Lr-:j•t,:. 1 .:'l-:.:u'"1!1~~!~~ :-r .. --1 ce~l!l~cr-
nc•·u·~ •_;.- , u '"~~-. :>~• ·'.l.l·l ;.:._, :' !:!"' :- .Lli1•1:~ :-.r.! c;•~11lcn' :'1~:-!c~ly 
tr, 111~.:-.•.lf. 
Tt.- t'•t'.•: .. _l:·-;~::. t.l~,.~ -=.s ;>1h.:h, vlt.h l!tt1c 1nv1ov l6 justlC'y a. 
con.: '~r ~-~. 1 •• or f::!•.!:. 
17. P .. ,_...:, ·-·· •: t t~:C; , .... ,!i·- C~;t or Hfc b l('J. s,!:t· ,v ... -ry Ol'f'.H\.'L:I!ty 
\l.• t l.Jt j' i '-· 
1P.. f1 .·.t J• r.; 1· yc;: I!·,~ :rL frh:d!y :".td O~ll\~111:, t•.:.:".J t!1!-f•:O::o.t! •..o 
:li•l )' ;•. • '.•r. '·'' :-c !'·.1· .. .-,1•!, 
~?. f .. :-~'--- ... ~,itJ, ·J1 -:.v.r··r .. nJ,r,J~.t c.!' t!o(r;-y, :'v.lf-C'tlilfh!:_..n~a :.:'.d 
t.--:.1-.s.•. t!,- c:!. :.c·.:. of :..•&-:· •• _;::> ln 11r'-' ~r ... c...:t:<.llc.r.~. 
2C, !-'I Cr' h c-rt". in t~~·• .. t-·yq: . .! l.\1 f') C':·~·-~~·1...: )'II {f'C'C·'->Jlttr )"C!\f::" 
d· .. :l , •. t~~ 1: .. tl·· ·' ~:_.- ,\ :-.·.:;:-•: .. l!·l!\ ,-r f•.:.:-ll. r c'· '· :•:1 .. =---''''loJ 




























































[very por3:m shoulrl h,.'\vo CC'I:~lcto !'n1th in ".,__"'),3 .- ·~rr.n!ur::U 
povl·r "'~o~c rlc e!.:titlr,, h~ c~·--y! ,.-t~h-=-u~ 'fJ.:..~t!.ot ... 
Chri.,t!·.:.!'~i' .:.nd ill ::!.h-r rd!c!·.:r.~ :.rc. ~t ~;,'..• o~tr v.:~· tr..r.:-. 
A r.:., : ... o·.!!C ~.: !.11 o· .. -:-1 }u:-:~.-.:.':. j·.:..:.:t:: • 
All C':..,._l;~."L:r.~ of r,.. :-:t ~---l!ty ~r.·-- •:-t ~o"!.t..h .l tr:.~k. .e.!.•.:!,s!~n o! 
one'~ d-.f1c!..::to.!t3 t--.::d 1~:.1!-~:..1::.·::,. 
Sh~v..:r ~·J'.!t' !":--!..:1-..j!l v! :~1 t:!CtJ; !.~~4.! 1_, ·-~~ V"J.Y to a. Cull l!~o. 
Th-..: f!:":t 1:• 1.:: kr.o:.t ~.J .:.c.:;~t th~·::.l:· ·\.'1t!'lc·.Jt c!!:;~ortio::.s or 
cq,u1H.:-:-.th:·:~. 
Tt1·.r1. 1:. r.o <!·.:.1:-~o. th:.t t;.~;-.;;;.!. -lt !t·:-::t N: C:l;"l~!.t~rc-d. 
A b ... r.~!'~·=· ;~ 5.1rc \.'' ·.~! .. : ,•·...-.r t.:"> .:r .. ! ;:--.:.'. 't·. u=. fr-.111 !·.tr;t. 
D(.n'l rn.:.:·u·.~c~ :l·=-.r:o~ -.u:! :.:-__..-i_~L.l bj' ,- ~l!l•-e en t~ .... n. 
'lhc. o:~t r..::J-:.n fv,· b< 1r.t.: ''r::.r-_l" 1_, 1. -J':.. 'juU \.\:::...._·1J:t c.::t C:\.:eM. 
1r y~'.J .:.r-:. .. 1 t. .. 
~"•::'.l·}:,:-. c!" "ri1;::t'' ~,d ..... -r.:-· .• ~ 10 :~.:1.!-.J..J c;:.~c;:-n :..c. 
}J.,·J .. r:t l!.t..:r..:.tU!'1.. i:\ C'lc.:rly htro::p-.c:..!. ..... ·, r--·r:::r~~l 1 ar,•t :-..:.hjcc!-!YO• 
'I1u:= 1:: l..._!ol.y- ... r-Jy t.h.: t;.:.:. -..':o C0:.!1 :-~-::v.; vlll cv..,·r e!t ih U·_, au."l.!.l! 
or tiM. t:l:_hty. 
l )1; .. t:.!:~~t lr(..:.t·c fl·.l-:!r.r J·d::t,,r-.~. 
1 r.,__\·!•t' ,-._._.J p,._ :r!Jl••- oJr n~t-- t·r. .:~.:'J'. t'l._ytt.tro~~. 
It h1"' .--!~.~ '/'"- h .... !• h.~r·l ft::' :'-. ~-· r~.-:. \J:,·J t-• n • .- ... pL,c.:a. 
I oft.n t:-t lz.tl) ... ktr,.:r-1;,- ll;_fftn,;,!t t-:.~!t!c.r:, V' .. th f>COp!~ 1n 
aut!.cdty. 
I £<.l ::!c.r.r; vt!l \.'it~. to--:)j'l..:. 
I c.:o;.•_,JJ.:it c.--.:-c L'~ v~~~.t ct:1:r:r U·.i!"'.X r:.~ t:::.·. 
I J:-:(.d r:d!.~-r !,r 1[1 :.c:- ;·r-.:::1:-;._ ::or -'J.;:.:.thy. 
l·b:ot 1.-..:~:r, 1"!..1..::.1:::.~!-..!p r ... -:!~.::: 1 1:-. the. 1.:~· .. C.:-"lly:s!~J to c. ~".!c,t.!c.n 
or v~~. :, r..:-!:.r. to b-J t:--::;;,; :--:-·! who !:s CJ!.J:£: to ob"'y. 
}~ :;l~.·!) 11..--.u~.:• .~r.. rJ.'.t; r tn·tlc. 
l n~l: fi .. r r.dt!-.lr:c :.!:•! c:~:;..:.c-t 1. ~~. 
I've h.:.J.:. n.;:.~ ... r of c!!!f..r-_ .. ~ 1<!{.:5 o:.U~tt. v!u-.. I v!ll ovc!'l.~'.a."..))J' 
b .. ('J''···· 
I :;..:lr!:-H lf")r:-:: lt r.y ~tch, 
I c."\n :.lv-:1)':; r .. r .. · .. ~ ccrt 1n l·•~:~c<-' 1n tc.oks c:- pt:~cr~ v!.'-~ 
O~·Jhj--; .. nt. 
l c:.:,r.ot. .::;r.,;-.: ll:.: c;,.;-,-Jl('U~'.~l 1~;..--.l f:-tc ecr-!o:~~-l'.t t-.::s it ~"'I to:- oo. 
1 rc:.:1·~·~.(1 t<l ;\ \.'Jr:: of :.r~ \,;!~!1 r::,· fcr.l1!"'t::. 1 no v!•.!l t:f Jr.~clle--:t. 
I ltb.~ r."lt~..!r.!: t-.. tLr tb:1 k."l~!:c t:·~,.·::~;~:1:-.!. ln t...:!. 
1 p..r:.-1~-t In l!.t. frc1: ~?f d!ffic\1.1~1·.:-. 
l c:c._:-\y ._._.,_ ltt t 11 U.;.t. 1.0- :s on ,'.:-•·\J:d 11::. 
rl·.t <:Jh.. i.J of rr.._- t. '-·u t l·111.d lt 1 .1 •.::.r. .. to nc. 
1 Jl\:•.1 1.0 t:Ll!;..l,;. \!•1;:,,3 O.Jt ;-.1" .::"! :of ti: ..• 
/.]} JfC'. J;s tu t.. :O~o1:.J t.;~:l ;,.,(!I~ tl.' p:.rt. 0!' Or:-..sc.Jf, 
l .4J, '/. ry :r.n:..lt!\·,_ '...:. e~·!ll• !:.!L. 
I .:J:!I .--.rr:.i·j if I l·_r·1a-'ln t 1 ,._-.J~:'t c ... t ll h:\c~. 
J l'n:f~r .... vr~~ tl~~.t c."'.J;. o .. ~.:.:.:_-!"!.:-.1~11-d :_..n,J p•.!!. n ... y-t-o V);-\:. t..~'t.­
etr .. tch-.:; c.~! <•V .. :-.! l~.-:·,1; •.!11 ... 
Ho:;t J"-l'l•l~o. ~r .. "' p:·Ltj' c'--•1:-!. 
1 :SIU.tJ.:,_:; f.~·l t!J..~:_ } 1tl l!;,; pl~yt.h!ll{! Of fc:-C~' t._:yc,l'! t.:y Control, 
R:~';.t :;'.~t .. 1s O!.l: or ~.J•.:btl·.r.--'..~l..r ... 1' no P"':1~111ty cr f:l:i.~":.. 
co•::.;.:t1·:··ttc,n H1th c:t.•.r::~. 
H·.::.t w:,- n y ~_._(•rl~ c.;t1l1! 1:., n • ..,., ... t~odr lc!. 1r tl:.:y c:l!y tr1:<!. 
~:c:.t p- q•!c.. r.r~ n.:t !• •4 : l' "=- c..rf1d.:r.t :-5 t~ ... y couJ,! to 1r th..:y 
v ... rc lr:.S .... r! to_, u:..: :-11 or ·-~ .tr tL:c. 
It 1:: '-~--. ""1 t-:t t .. ~ ••. :-1·, i' 111 tc.. l!.v;_, crhf to~!-..:. 
I r,\1 t'. t :,~-,,_ 1 .._,, 1 ~l. u.:. rl. 
Jt•f-JSr .. :.:. 1~ :•:·. 'Jr tlo. ;-:-~ •. :'J r'-~' of lif~. 
J <--u. I, f·I":..!.~J ~- rc-.·:Uo: o.t tL·· :s. 
I X• C(•l.".t· · •• \1)" 'rii'''· t._. l::t, 1:"l·;_t.; llj' 1:-.n.rv:-.l\.!~J, ir•!"Jb.::s, 
n1.d •--t?- ri:..r:e:'l "'~~i U .... J,.;.·u!~ c-f. ... xt.1·r..::l ri.!.Ulty, 
J!,.,p._ w-1_: 1•,'1111":• ll!: .... p;,·Jnt:.t•,f • 
I c~t n:·r:·.;;~d :-t l" .,,.1.. 1..'1,'• t:-J:~· a lcnc t.bt~ to r;•.l to L"-· ;:.::t ... t. 
I u:wllJ UdrJ.: tJ:' ... ~.,· ! :;h-•l:.\.1 h.~·:~,. ,_.-t1.! lor::; n!'t~:r l~: ll'•..l to 




P~SCF..l.L PP..::::.::::.:;!CES NO. 2 
7.:!!: 1~v..:~to!",; r-~~.1!:•.:.:!; ~1·:;.:~.11 pr...:!\::-c.1Cc' or opinion!!. 'l'hro nro no rig:-tt 
~:. v:-::-.;:: .::~\;::-s. ':c·J . .::rely ir.::!!c.~tC' vhe:~h(..r c:Lch st .. 1tc:.:cnt is t:-uo o:- fc.l3o 
..!J !: :.;·:;!.!..:J t.:; :::2.~· I: ·"l $t..!!..:~~.::1!. i!J !.ru.:-, t:..:.r~~ th0 ~puce in t~c "'1"11 co!w: ... :~; 
!.!':. :1~-~·..::: .. ·:~' .. is f:-.J.: .. c, :~·:-J. t:,..: .r~·-..1c\! in t;:.; "F11 colu.·.:!l. R .... nc:t~c;, the :ln:~ucr:t 
~~.:..:..:!1 i:·.~!:::".tC" j'."''J..!" ~-r-~!">..T~...r .... ·~--~• or O!'i;\l(ln:;. ;Jin::,J th.• stat-.:-r.tcnt:; rcncct C}CGI"-
:·.;~ ;-.:-:~'".:-.: .. :c~, ::~~~ 'J!ll b..: .!Ul ... · t~,.• rv~i~o:~t: ~o r:.c!\ ~!:...:.t.:o!:1c.lt q•.ttcl~ly. Do not 
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If yc..: ~.::·::: qt~c:~lc:~!j, :.~L th-:.: b~fo~c Y•JU s•_.1-rt in~ic.::.ti:'.{; y~-.u.r pr~Jfcrc:ncc!S. 
It~ s~~rc·d or 3F1Jcr~. 
I t'-:tc p-:r.;-!..:. 
L:::.d: C!U.y ofl the n:1:'1'-'·.:::- sheet. 
I li:-:,: ~c ~.::tL ,_ ch .. t!l~!.' jt!~t fo& th~,.l <.xc!.tl!D.:_nt~ 
!:"I ~;; .... :::l.:-:-:1:~:; .! cs-.;-...lly- Jo-.;.-,:t out c! bee! t~!'h..recticc.lly. 
?cc~:., li;:~ ·'"· 
I ~= .__ ... c!-:..:;·:.·~, :-!"~:-; .• 
~ .. --.= ::.~ 1...::.:· .. :~::-..:-·..; ::cv<':s c. yc:.!" .. 
:.~.: ... ~ !i·.:..~~ c;f .. :y l.:l:.:'J!'~ tit:.u out or dcw:-:t. 
u~;·_:_':.~.:i ~:~~•.\ t-- .. lo:-,;: I .J.ct. 
!• ,, =---~.:·. · ..... ~ic~. 
:-.: .... · .. ·~, r C'l'·~~·:. _·u.~ q·..;..io:::,~:·. 
i ~::.:c.-· : ·.:1•!:-_· 
I ! :1:: t..7 ·;:_.:-': c-:-v.~::.· .. ·....,rJ p·J:~lc5, 
cl·.!.·.i~..:.l :!'.J:.;i-..·. I 
~~! :.·:: c->.: •. _\: ::1:: :·l.t:'"".~. 
:~>- :o · .. ·.:1•: C"~ ;~:·:.:,:; in ny b.'\!".:.:!c.::t. 
1::: · L.:~.:.il.--!. ~::-·r~. 
!'y ~~-·.":!!~~ :.~ : .. -.. --~·. 
1 .:'.!' ·:.:7 :-.·~L!~v:..::;. 
I i::.:~..: 1.!? .:~· r:!::d f!U.i..:'~ly. 
H'3 :: y:'J:·.:..:;".·::· I r~~·c·l:,· took a=crt. in ris~..:y o!.u.'1t:l. 
I s: 1::· ~ .. ft".·::: t t>.i:-.c~. 
it~~-~·.::::::::::::._,. 
! : .. :.: ':.:' .: 11 vc c:.: :~jL::: probl·,;~:J. 
I !c~; ~y f~~~;r. 
1 lL: L-:r~.::: 1';_;u'1 :~ .:1 ~r!.y, 
I .:-o1::-~d·r .·y:·.l~ ~1\·.~~-:.:. C"..:.r.:ful. 
l c:·.·.~- ... t.: :..:· p~ ::.:.z :.ft.:n .. 
l 1! :-:\ :-r.:--\~ ..::; c·. :·· C' t'l .. ·, 
r(..~;-lc . .-x,:. .:t :oo :::.:.::~1 cf oc. 
I c~·:~·:\ :.:.:l: .... t·"'!~pl..· l.!'lch. 
i :~.·~-~: ~-~~-.:;~:~:. ~~-:·~;.~·· !'·:rnt ~·.1:--e n:-rc.ngc!.lcnt3 in n 5tr~neo hD1J~o • 
I ::..:: ... \ : .. \'·.!:. ,.-••. ~d> ~:r.:.:•!· .. r- • 
I ::::~ r:.._:·;· ·~·-.-.~l:_r • 
,·.-j·~- _.~ .-.:~ ~~::~~s ~=~ .. :-_;·s r·..:. 
~·L~J t,r •; r ·•·-'• 

















































I froqu~ntly reel 0:1 ·~op or tho vorl1. • 
I :~·vc tu:l:l no•o !llccd5. 
I dr~~· in tcc~~icoler, 
I li:cc r<:d-h~~d~. 
I llkt: lie!":: r<.q'lir!n~ p.:.ticnco c.:-d c::rcrulnc''· 
Tu<.dcy is c::.- b~o t <l:>y. 
~r1c~t llc~.ts bo~h~r 11c, 
I l~l:c Hur~ it~'lolvin,.! coLlp.;tlll.on. 
1 1-.:: ·;,J d l ffi cult;,- ,, d.:;·.iJ.,:·in~ nr-'J~ 8 or yx.oplc. 
I crl~1lj L:..c.:-'rhJ i1.1p.-.~1..:-nt. u!th P-C'Iplc.. 
I li::u h:-r,·or uo·:L.:--. 
Ci!"'C•.:Il i~ IIY r::.·o~::i ~1..! co! cr .. 
ln tetcdnE s=cs, I o!'t'-n y<:!l :~lo~ \lith th;; oth"re. 
I d·:.n' t lil~c luvin~ -'"/ pl::.ns ch .. ~t~ticd. 
1 li!:c. to \JC'Id: u! t •' !;!OH fJ.:..crlc 
I d')n•t ltk..: to <.:.:t out~no~·!i. 
I dcu' t .,,,joy Ll.· •• tlr.(. r~k~iv~' :~t f:-.n.ily ra'J."Iien•. 
I 1 o r.ht.;.;.;t!J 0~1 ti!.!V fr-.r: !DC !~.1 cv~n l!l. 
1 1.~:~ up t•Y ClilC! C..!Sily 
I'C: lil:c ~o o1r.-. c s;orts c:\r. 
I d?n' t 11':, ~o d1·~~~ u,.> f(r for..:.::.l occ:-~1cns. 
I 11::~ v.J:-!: in u~i~.·h I t;·.,~t c~1o.-.!1~.:. oftc:t i'ro:J one t.:l.:Y. to n.."l"th~r. 
I !:·~P!! d~ir. :·q:ul:-.ly. 
I r.rrJI :;c~.;:."i"r" r.:'tc ·r t;ICH n:~d th::t ccn:fully. 
I lt::u uo::: t~ ...... ;. h.:1~ l')t: of c·<c\t .. .-r.~·;nt.. 
l 1n a c!~in :Jr.lcY..-r. 
J fi<!LI it h::.ro to k~~p fdL::do, 
I cttco:d L: ,.:t~ll l;~.t:~~ ;·cfOU.l:>.-l;r. 
I likr. n·;·,. ~ltu.·.~lo:.s. 
I~ i~ t.·~!i}' for :x· to ccnce::~tr:.t..: 0:1 LJY \1'3r~~. 
\lh,!l I occ :1 trdn or J-bnc I 11ish ! v~ro on 1 t, 
I liiw to pby ct.•· co. 
L'l\13 arc .:.i.!:>0lut<... 
H) 1ntcrc~to tcr:d to cl>e.!le~ quic::ly. 
I llkc to so he ;>robl~no ttc·u1 r.J.!C :1 ~to!"y. 
T:10 color rd rc·nlnd• r.:c of '::>locd, 
I li!~c to c:!o th! n::s on t::c sp~ o!' the oo:,.-;nt. 
Pe:opl" :.1·e: .,ftct" •:c. 
I don 1 t liJ.:,~ ch.:.nc...-s. 
ily !r-icr.U:: co~~51Jcr ts~ to be h .. ~~:~:r-eo-l~cl:y. 
I pr~f~r :t r-1'-Y to -3~inG to r.:t =.Ji"J.CJ~..: .... r.t ?=:-!'"~. 
I don't lH:u to rido in cl<:v::.:cro. 
J li!:L c f!!"c:o.t d·:~i o:: vcri~ty in .JY 110:·!:. 
I prcf..:r 11c.d...,rn furniture. to tr.l·!it1Cicl. 
J:y olein itcho~ 1hc" ! h.:l'JC tc 0_:--:.1:: in pu!>lic, 
I 11kc b<:in: vhcr·. th.rc ls sc:·.ct':'n.; guin;; on all the ti::m, 




l. = = 
2. = = 
J, = = 
t.. = = 
5. = = 
6. = = 
7. = = o. = = 
t;·. = = 
lC. = = 
11. = :: 
12. = = 
lJ. = = 
.14. = = 
15. = = 
1{>, = = 
17. = :: 
16. = = 
1'). = = 
2!1. = = 
a. = = 
.::>. = .. 
2). :: = ;u,. = :: 
25. = = 
;.>.;, = = 
2"1. = = 
26, = = 
2" " = = }l, = = 
Jl. = = 
)?.. = -
JJ. = = 
)1.. = = 
)5. = -· 





36. = c: 
J7, = = 
)8. = = 
J9. = c 
40. = = 
41. ~ = 
/.2 .• = = 
4). = = 
41.. = = 
45. = = 
46. :; = 
47. = = 
46. = = 
49. = = 
50. = = 
51, = = 
5~. = = 




57 • :: = 
5-S. = :: 
59. = = 
60. = = 
61. = = 
:,2. 
6J. 
61 .. = = 
65. : :: 
66, = = 
67. = -:: 
6!!. 
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GALVESTON, TEXAS 77550 
~k. Charles L. Alcorn 
Dept. of Psychology 
McKendree College 
lebanon, Illj.nois 6225lt 
Dzar Hr. Alcorn: 
D::c~:::"v.er 2, 1968 
I am enclosing a copy of the BIS and a key (26 or 50 itet:ls). The t;ro 
scales are highly correla~ed. I have found that the 50 item scale tends 
to be a little more stable over long time periods. I would ~e pleased 
to receive the results of the use of the scale and any other material 
you may have related to impulsiveness. · 
ESB:slr 
Sir.cerely yours, 
/cp f/)(1/:?A~ ~-~ v:....-./vt? 1/.;,v~-
Err.est S. Barratt, Fn.D. 
Research PYofessor! and 
Director 1 Behavioral Science Ls.b. 





A;;• :sex. ___ _ 
t~t' !or. ce:'l!.<:.!r.!l !'erty t;,'.!e,!.lo~~, \'! .. ·1\ltn~ vi~h t!1r!'!":\..lUe' t!'l.~t M~t 
po::-:?~O ~:r;:s..rlr.""C•:! ~·- C".<l ·-~-o or en"~~''-"· !t vi!! help a lo'- ln !!el!-
u.!~r!~l'!.:--:~!:.l !r j'J'J c~.r.clc Y•:l, ~o, e~.:-., to et":e!'\, !ra~y er.! •.r.Jthtullr, 
to C:c"':r!"~ '!:-.'/ ~r·,~ !c·,, r.·.! r.:~y ~_,_vo, 
1. r !!r.! t'-.-'.~ ~y !~.!.f!ro~s. !n pc~p!c en.i a..,·.:•o;--:".<:ntJ, tr.r.d to 
c!'-~!"·I.C r .... 1r!;r :''!:i·1·lly. T.-ut" 1'1 bof.IJCen Fehe 
2. I r ~orlt: t~ .. !r.i. r~-::~r!y cr ~~ I c:'\n _,till £0 on qul ~(' scnno!7 
1n :."'.'/ o-..~ :l'!!":!. rru~ ln 'bc'..V-1Cn Fah:e 
). I HP.-J !.o ,..!:. ~111 I •~ ~u.rll ~h"at v~at I e:-'1 s~yi!".r. 1~ co:-re:-t., 
bc!'c-rt: I ;. .. •. !'-::r,.·1~.! t':". a:-.;~-:.-~n~. Ye_, !n hctv~on ~o 
4. I a:-. 1!'.c!~:-:.,~i tJ 1-::t =-t c-:::-.1-:>:-., (~t -:.,-..-~y~-! ty !'c~l1r:.t;-' or 
Jes.l-':1·..;-;y. S: .. ct.!.:.::' ~!:!c~ !fc':'t~ 
5, I!!~-~!:.·.- lit'\! ~olive o•ter e.c.~tn I\.-:·.:!!: 
(!~!) :i!l'!!l v~:-y d!.ff,•rc:-.'..1_;·, (~,) '."!r-t it •.!-:c :~,:.--.'l 
A In t~twen. D 
6. I a:!.-,1rc- ::y ;:e.n:r.t:\ !n all !_...f-""rtant r-."-t~cr-' y,, rn betvcen No 
7. 1 f!~.d it h~r! to ,.tn~..:: 'no' tor 11n en!.-ocr', l'Vt'n 1.1~.-m I Slr:ov 
v",r..t 1 ft~·' ~' !-p"!~!:!t!t•. T:-uc In ";~'-"'-.:~n Fahd 
8. I d, ····~ ~: .. · ~-··~·:-•' y "r r ···;1l(' "'~.c- ~ro l"'o:-o rr!·:~~!;t !.~"":\ 
1 W":l·,~r~ r·•: .. r·•'::.;, -.; . .:! -:..~, .. -_.., tc> t.-<". Tr.Jc r~ bo·lv•_·an ral'e 
9- In c!•·'a.·J:r.•· ,.,FJ ti.:·-·:--:1:"';" o~<'·!t-c."l-'1" -:-y ~nr'"n':.:- (o:- r.;rr-!l"n') 
v;;ro: U} z:.1··J"'./'; ·t .. r-:r r.-:'\~en•at-1.::, (!.l} of•ca t...'".I~:'!:;'J".~!.ltJ, 
•. • ; · .· ·co ' ·, .:J . A In !; .. ,lv.on B 
10., 1 n~·:'! t!"J fC~('.~~ :.C'!"O U",'l.!", t~~)" ~...:rn to ru•1•! r.n, 
P.flr.:-ly So:-:ctl.-iU!' OftA::a 
11, 1 f·:t·l ~...;!"C' l~o'l! T co~!c! •pull !".y::1-:f tc.;;r~~cr'" te d:.,l '-'1th 
a~ t..·v·:~. ,._~!'• Alvr.y-a (\ftl"n S4'1lrlco:t 
12. }.~ ft ("~.ll·! ~ V~:'t r!"ri\H {'r t~0 dl'rk. crtrn :;o-.l!.t:-o:!l N13VCr 
1J. P .. -r::-'~·~ :...,- •_:,. l • ... 11 :-•: •.!.:'1~ I :!.hl'V r--.y rx.-\t(-•'!lt tn v•>!~t• 
t.r.~\ Q".:.:.···r t·q ('1'-·:L .. ~)y. 'Yc~ l:':-.ca!l'l1n No 
1.{,. tr p··""';..~'' 1.ri'.•· "'~·,•,r.: .. .;-~ c-r r:-y !'rtcll:!~:- ::.:" !: (A) :oc.-~n for~~nl r.n·.! 
forftv•.•, (!.} r•.">"-""~'- 1~ t-r.1 h"'l·! ~! nr~'l!~~t t~. ~. A In ~t .. --:-cn B 
1~. I f!:-.~ ':"]:.·]:· 1.;-~-:-!. :-•,~h-.·r n.'\!1 t-•. ~!pt.·-1 ~y tt.c ~d:".d or r-.r:;:H·.ol cr1t1d!'-11 
l!:.H r/.'I';J j:• •)j.. :~.: :-.•. ~ t. or:..~~ Co: ell' ~r·!1~ 1 :y HGvor 
16. Qflo::t I c·:~ r: .~r"j \II th r--~plo tc<:~ qulci:ly t r:r: !n t .. .:-tY•)cn ra !_,., 
17. 1 fu.l ~(~".lt·~' a' tr I -.".nt ~cr.-~thi1•~ t~.Jt c.!'? r.?·~ \:n.:•o~ "'~"l. 
V .. ·ry Ptn .... ~y ~~-:-..• tl:--·~!1 Ort.cn 
1!~ I "·-,:'.1-t.:~ d-.. ~~~ v~.· r~.~r rrrplr. I t1.., lt~~\~r. 1: ~o llr~ r""'l!y lntt'r~-'t._..1 
1n '\.:~.._.._ ~ r\.·. :"J~I:J:, 'I'rul.l In l·.-~~...·(·1'1 fttl:u• 
,9. I h"''''' t.h.· .. :yt-c·l frot· f'r;:--. "'-:-·'/ vncu.:- :'(t·1~r.r," os;_\11-~.,.nlth, _,u:h a:~ 
ob~.-:ur1 ;.'!lr;:.- 1 ~:t:o:::•.!·.-o up::;u'-'• nv ... :-. r:•.:J, cf !"-•.'!1f:. eo. lion. etc. T:-:.J•: In t•,f.w..•,-n f,~!o 
20: ln t!:::r ·~~··-~••r. vl'.~• ::;,.,,,, (f..CS·'l•~, l C•;t. :-:r• tt· '·"I .. ~ t~:r.t t :-nn hurt!ly 
f.n:.:-:t t"i'····tf t~ ::;i ."!.'-<., ~., . .._t:r •. --: Po:•·l:t Never 
21. Tt.r:..· .. ch L· ".'.lr:,: t. r,:;~.; I U~'-' \J? r-oru t.'fo(,;r.;~· .r··.t :-o:-'. i' "'j·h· 1n 
gultlr:t: tt.lr.,~~- .J·.-:-'-'• T.~,., Ur.c~:"rto1n hhe 
27. l e.~.-..,, 1·:.lnt (l( n,,._ h.·lr~& ,.t., . .-nt.-r.!rl 1•,! u· r'rr.l.t(\11 or dt.:l'l.tl,. 
TruL l!r:co.rtn1n fnlt't 
2), H""'' Vl..r l!!r!'t·. 1~'. -:;-:! \lr.f'le'l'''nt li•O cbtt!d··:~o, I fth.".-: ~tiel~- to 
w..y i)tl 1:t:.~l h.l••r•' \c:-.:>, Tt.~ ln t .. !h-····n No 
21.. 1 ttr,·.l to ~:.._t c·:r:--,·x-:!t•:r! r~~1. •r,..•_t!t.:l.! .. 1!'1 l.JI':ctt~~r. :lt•J•.tlon:~. 
'!~.:' ln b ... •t.v,cn No 
25. I Ot;'~.o:~~o:-.1!-!ly hn·.-e -.·!v!~ <!:·.:-"!.=:=. t!1oo,t l'!lc~ur~ r.y ~!r.q-.. 
Y<.--:l In b.!!.""-cn No 
26, 1 &!.1-"'1-.)"~ ~.ov~ C:":C.'lt:h r.:-.o:r;;y "'·hc.n faced vit~ C!i'flc·~ltlc,. 
Yo.·: In t..r·t~-..·cn No 
n. I sr:.:-.(.;t.!r.C:' r~-~·1 cc;jol•lll'-! to COUflt t~bc~ rcr r:o r"tr:..t-:·.:·~·· "'-U'J'C:!•). 
Trt.:c Un~t:rt!l.\n fl'll:u, 
213. !-'":~!. J.i·-~-~!e ft&C'" ll!.tln q~o:cr t'fntl\lly, U,:"·:,:h t~ry c!.:- n-,t lU.c to 
e.!. ... 1t. lt. Tr·.Ju !.1nc'-rlo!n fol~o 
n. Ir! £:-./.1'! e.n r.-..-f:·..- ... r1 eo:-hl r.l:#~llkc I ct~n_:lVNI !'orco;.t 1:. • 
'i..:l In t ... :tv-·t'n No 
JO. l ft·c-1 r.rc·'.lC'~7 n~d ~-.J:.'. d'-' n.,t "'!!'I\. to 'c.u JX.Ciplc-: (A) c-:-o:o!lton'\lly, 
(a) r:ttt .. ·r or:_. 1: A In tot. t'w'f..·cn B 
)1. 1 P.:--. bru·.J,:h'- o!.:".O:\!. :.':1 •.c ... r:r;. by h"':1r:t": tM~l::J c-> vn.r1r._. 
llt"~•-r '1/.-ry rt'lrcly So~ou~e 
)~. 11"1 .'-~·'- r.!·bt C'lr :\Or\ I'll tr:-.up:l l e:"". nc:v~ r1!1· 1•·:-:; s.{.-.,-t\.".•.~ <NefC''l!""O by 











l Vftko in Ute n!~~~ and, t.hrO'~t~ vorry, ho., '"""' d1Crl<"Jlt1 1n o!..,rlnl 
•Ea!n. O!'ten Sor:c~it'ea !fa.,er 
My ~op!r!te &cne~l!y star hlch no eatter hov rt.l'.~1 trO".!t.lc-s f ~et. 
Ic:J 1:1 ~tve~n ~~ 
I eo-o.eU~c• t:"'t toolln~~ or guilt. or _ .. coor5~ ever «l-.:!te s~-~11 :..ett~r•. 
!os In betv.!er. ~o 
~Y ntJrYO' ge~ o~ ~cc sC' t~~~ C~"'tetn sou:.!s, e.e., a _,ercc:hy h!ne;:e, 
i:-r ':l11':>-JII-re'J1e 8"..C. €:\'10 ~Q the ,~!V~:-~. C~:.~n $cr'.et1:-cs tie'IC~ 
I! •o::cthlng M~!y up~ ... ts ne I rencrally eal~ ~o·...-n e;,.ln qu1te (\'.Jlcic!T• 
Tn.~a Cn:crtair. Fal:~c 
I \.Cir.d to trc=-:~le at p-cr-'?lro ..men I think c!" a dlff\cl.!lt ts5\t a~1e'!:!. 
T-l!l In «. ~v-::..:n Ho 
I uo·"•llr Cell oolcc~ quickly, 1n a (c.., rJnutco, v..on I co t..o 'b.d. 
X&s In t...:t~l·n H:l 
J ll"t:.cl!~s f'.O•. 1n 1t. sl/\~0 o( tension or tu!'T'.n1l e_, I thir .. lc. o·tt:r ::y • 
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An intuiti\·c ~•rrr,).h.:h 10 unJt.·r,tanJin~ lh~ Ui,~rimin.tnt ,,n.d\ ,j, f'lrtl.:.:· 
durc j, '~·~t:.:,h.:,J ~~ mh.:rrr""''":! th'-· \\" 1.\ rn.lirl\ ~'' .Jn;,;.;:-·,,u, "' ~'" F 
r~•lul 1n \lnglc.··.:I.J"d!:...JIJI'O ;m.ai~'" ,,[ \,H!,Jih."C: F i\ tr1~ r,1IHI nf krill\ 
rcrr ... ·,c:nrin~ '-'llflln·~(\lllp anU ollllllrll!·~~rnur \,Jri,JfHln ;d,tl. If lh~ F i~lltn 
c;m ~ c.:nn .. iJ\.·r~.·,l ;,n ar.dt.·\ nf lh"· .tr,J/11~ nf .1 dt.'l't."nt.knt ';,~'-'"';1." 1\l J,,~.:nrn­
in;tt~.· hi.'J'lolr.lh,."l th~,• pa•Jt."IL.'rllllllt.'tJ ~l'tltljl' 111 'ilt"-11.'1."h, (hc,:n lh,· (,,~,·ronn~ tlf 
fh(' \\' 
1
.•\ n1,Jirl\ n1,1~ t'-l• ..:nn,lrtll.'d 01\ fht.• r';lr1Jih1011\~ ,,f tfl·-· ,)l.,,"llllliH;IIin!! 
f'\''-'\!r (lf rtw "'L't ,,r tkr .. ·nJ .. ·nr v.m .• ~l'-'' 1111'' ind.:r"·r,J('n: ..-.,:nrouL.'nt,_ 
\\hi~,·h m.ry r"-"rh.,r-. h:.ultn ''' '-~•PJ'lliTI h,r,,:h~,·,~,·, ''"''UI unJt:rl:-•nt! '''llr'-·~, 
of lh\! '.u,ar•on ''''~Hn:; rht: ~r''llr''· 
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t\.·h•fJ \f',U."C". llh.." l1olllltL" tl( Jtu, 'P;I\.'L'. htH\~o'\t.'L '' 'lll:h 1::.!1 '-'h'-'11 Pl'll1h 
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fiGURE 10.~. s..,brourin• AEVS new ~hott. I 
!luhjct.-r in thl· '·•mrlc m .. y .d .. o Pc: h, ... ,,rt:J ''dlhm th• "'f':ll"~. In ,,,\kr lo 
oht;11 n 1:-.a: .;,~,rJin. 1 11:, (11r th\!'._,_. f'l''H1h. the \t:Cit'r' h.'' ;:-rh:J ~~ \uhrt1111:!1t: 
AEVS .. r"· Otlrm.dtll."d ~~·HI th\.· rl.'"lll•n!= ~,.-,~l'q\~·•1·'}"' •':' \\' '.\ ·''"" th"·n 
multi;< . ..:J dirc.:~o·ll~ ~~ 1.'.11.:h ,llbJt.·..:J·~ \r.:'..:lor 111(- ··.\ '~·.· l'')"n th .. : ''I;L:ur.d 
\·; 1 ri; 1 h;.:~ rn o~r. 11 n a \t.'t '.•fdl"o~.:nm.n;•nt 't.:llrl.'' \\L.' \\Ill li'C th(' ~~·t~:~..·r h.''' 
inJu:a:c :! 1 ~,• numr,~,.·r l'f Jp.~rnn,n,,nt a\.:' ;HH.I :JI,u lh~o• nwnt--a p, •·l'~t.~lllll~ 
n.1nt ,,..,,~..: .. r~o·r '~'~J ... ·...:t. Th~ \'Ct.:h'r' r..:turnc:J Pr Su~,r,,utJilC :\}·\ s .~r..: 
t!l..liO~~di/CJ ~}; 
H",.=V.,,E.\,. t: 
Di,.:rna111;rnt 'i."tHC' tor ail 'l<Pjc...:h arc r~o·pr\!,l!r.I.:J h~: 
D\Jo, =X\,,Hu,. 
J H\t ;t .. inJi, 1Ju.il ,ubjc'-'h m<~r be: llh:;ltl·U l"ly \Cl' of Ui~'rimin;,nl .. ..:ur~,.·,. 
4,W;, Jl)) f'.";r:J11h1,"\ ~"\Jl• ,l,"'IUI~IJ~\jl' \.;l,J\p'Ut: ,"1}1'/JI'\Illll IJ,'\1/II'ln~ ')\,"'U !":'1111J 
•tthl ... ,"'JI' .. "'·•J;U,"'.'\ Jlhlll) 'Uilll."'llll) JUI~\IIUI! l.'hlf' q ... l~;'l .h' '1'•"1 :'IJPIIh,·ll!-' 
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or th( Uti~in~l \o;tri;tl'-1..:, for C."UI11p.,rj"'" rurpthl"'· Fin.lllr. Ui":riminant 
s..·or('\ ar~ C'llnlpuh.:U fur c.u:h \UhJt:t.:l. 1r opliunc\.1 ( Fi~urc 1 u-7 J. 
EXAMPlE PROGLEI--\ 
Tl\i, C\.amrfc pruhll'm i' :•rlifh:io,l in I hat tlu: 'ut"tj.:4.'h h:n.e hccn du,t.:rcJ 
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uample Problem l7S 
CUt.:'C\. ~IU\l uf the: ~uhjcC:I\ t..:UIIIp\l\C ~fUUp B. \-\.hi I~: lWo '..•lhl'f .,:rtHIP' of 
relatively 0\."\-iaot 'cur..:·rr,,rilw: t~r"''' arc: C:t•m~""'·J ,,f nnl) t'-"'' ;,nJ three 
subjl..'l'l' rc,p.:, . -liH:Ir. lh1th uf the U"..:rumnanl func.:lum ... y11:lJ 'i~mli~.·ant 
chi·''lll;trc \'t.IIUC"i. ~hl\l or 1hl..' \Otrloahk, it.J.tJ th~.: lir\1 Ui,..:ilffiiO,tnT ·'''"'· 
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92 E {1- .,,0%? 3.0512 r. t 3.%59 3.(),,7!, 
9·3 F -- i---3:-69? '> 3:6766 G l 4 , 8 9 <; 6-4. H-571·-
y__~ ___ _£ __ J-__ 3,0t·l6 3.0636 c; I ?-,57fl2 1.'i7~1 
9 5 F ~ ·3-: <u; <i'J---3-:·<i-i,il> ____ "G""r--r;-;T:)-p/CJ---r. ;CJr,T:)n 
9G ___ J .... t __ 4 __ ._l]_E_l_6_ ___ ~_. __ ! '!. 3.~~---('~ ~--~!~-~_Q_J __ .!!_..!• q ,,, 
-<-;7- _,_ .L-~--·~ .... 2:;.R6-~ .. 3 ... 2f8.~----C 1 ____ ':_,5.:; ~9 ___ 4 0_?_":.6 
93 E 1 3.9?40 3.9123 G ~ 4.39?9 4.3968 
"T:f ,_=.r.·_·r.==-..3-~.:E.v.z---...::r.:-z..cs.te.--·--·rc :£=:.:~.,; 5.:D}_ __ 4_ ._ ~:r?L 
100 F 1 4.4965 4,4785 G ~ 6,0695 6.0898 
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GROUP 3 (:::3/ 
VAP.I!IRLE NUI-'RER t-~F.AN STA~UhRC CEVI\f!G~ STA~OAqc ER~C~ 
------- ----- ---------···---~--. - -·--- ----- 1 ---·-·-. ---·- ·-. 
__ _l .. 07 ______________ l .. J36 -------·- - 0.20'' 
2 20.95 10. ]<}1, 1.6'•6 
s llS.9fl ll.l~;d 2.UJ£. 
.6 S.tl'1 .... - __ __________ 2. 1t0 1• 0. I~ 7 
7 ll.45 2.2 71 Q,.)LI7 
9 6. 6·i 1. tJ")'J V.2':.J 
10 23.t.l3 _________________ 3. 'ft~· -- ----------- 0.56& 
(f(r~t:t;~ (o!TJ rr) 11 4.55 .... .. 5.1111 0. dll 
12 32.!l') ~. o·;·) (;. 771 
13 . 5.9) -· ----- ·---------- 2. 3 1 1 . ------ .. ---- 0. ~ s 3 
l'• 3'o.6H 5 • 1 ~) 7 o. 1 ar. 
15 12.£'6 3 o lo I 9 0.5~.? 
16. -· . . . --- -·- - - -2 ~ • J? .. ----- -· -- ---_5 • 2 '1.7_ ___ _ O.flOI:l 
17 11-3') 4.5?.0 O.l.IJ'J 
... ------- ----- --------------·-----·------- .. ---------- ·--
--- ----------------- . ----- . ----------------------------------~---------··· . ---- ·-.- ---- -- -----------------







VARIIIALE NUMBER Mf:AN _STA!IiOO.I<O CEVIATIC'~ ST",!<.HJ.\IH~ £-<I~OK 
")" 
1- ----. . :___-- _2 y 2 2_ ____________ ! ... ?0.~--------- ------ C.2l'i ------------------------
z 21.')0 t1.C4l 1.14<) 
s 116.2? ll.4lcl_ 1.,., ,,, 
. ..._ -
6 . _. S.90 __________ 2._71 ? ___ --···-·--·--- o. 1 a 1 ------------
7 17..57 3.71'• 0. '• 5'1 
q 5.911 l.i\7-l o. 7.b'l 
10. 2_3_. 2 o __________________ 4. 709 _______ ________ _ O.t>Ol 
R c~\tit. (r? fr!ITJ 1 1 5.80 5.4ilJ o. 7e 3 
17 33.66 5. ~d5_ 0.7'?1 
13 ---- --- .. 5. 4'·------------ 2. _3_L ~·---------- -- -- - 0 • "j 3 1 . 
14 ~'·. 8'• 7.0i'6 1 • c 0 '• 
\5 17. 37 4. 7 '• 0 o.t:Jb 
!6 .. ____ l8. 1•B --·----- _5_,_1 ~'·----·- ·- - o. n r 
1 7 10.90 5. 1.01 c. 712 
---------- ---~------------ ------------- ------ -.-
--. -- --··· --·- ----- --------------------------------------
-----~------------ --·--- ------------- -------- ------. 
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Vllt{lflrLE 3 ~-1 
RESPCf\SE 1 
________ .:_ ___ NU~BER RESP[l~CING. 45 _ 
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We want t~> 5;>Jnplc your optntonA, Plea'e sign.ll your anawer as the 







P.ow long has th-: avc•rag·o 
l. One yc;,r 
z.. Two to thrt·c years 
3. Four tn five years 
4. Si..x to eight years 
5. !':inc to kn yc;lf s 
American m.1n-and-wl!e been m.:trrl.,d? 
6. Eleven to twcl vc year a 
7, Thirteen to fifteen years 
8, Sixteen to nineteen year& 
9. Over ZO rears 
\\'h;tt i::J th(.• curr~o:nt national df'bt? 
I. Sl, OOC\, 000 6. $50,000,000 
l. s:o, 000, 000 7. $SO'O,OOO,OOO 
3. S!i>, ooo, ooo 8. $1, 500, 000, 000 
4. $!60, 000,000 9. $1, 500, 000 
5. Sl,liOO, 000,000 
Ho\V (~1~ is the typic:d college sP.nior upun i;rtHlu~1tion? 
1. 17 rl·.1r~ (._o!d 6. ll yc.·."\r!l o!d 
l. lS yt..·.1! :- \lll~ 7. 23 yt·,,ru tlltl 
3. !') ye.1C:o told s. l-l Yl'oiT3 nld 
4, lO }'t:'ar:; o!(! 9. N.HH' of these 
5. ll ye.> r" old 
fj,_.'.\' rn.t.~l)' ,_·hild:en dol'S ti'1e t-.··'-·r-agP (;trnily L.\vc? 
I. On,·-h.11f 6. '!'I.;,.,. 
l. (!11,. 7. Thr•·•·-and-a-kdf 
3. Onc-a:1d·a-h:t!f 8. Four 
4. Two '1. No!lC 
5. Twn-and-a -h.1lf 
What docs th<· typical hou~cwife wei~.:h? 
I. 80 1 !~s . H ;, II• :.< .. . 
3. 90 ll,s 
4. 9S lb~ 
5. iOO lb:, 






























:What is the average yearly rainfall in Death Valley? 
1. None 6. Three inches 
z. Less than a ha.IC-ir.ch 7, Four inches 
3. One inch 8, Five inches 
4. An inch and a half 9. Six inches 
5, Two inches 
How many passenger automobiles are operating today? 
1. 1, 000,000 6. 7, 500,000 
Z. Z, 000,000 7. 9, 500,000 
3. 3. 500, 000 8. 10,000,000 
4. 4, 500, 000 9. None o! these 
5. 6,000,000 
How long is a typical 
I, One month 
engagement before marriage? 
6. Nine nl,_lnth ~ 
Z. Si" w<·<cks 
l. Thr~~ n1unth9 
4. Four n.onth5 
5, Six months 
What docs a typical 
I. 41us 
z. 4lhs 6tl7., 
l, 41!•• 9o,, 
4. 5lh~ 
5. S!l.Jg 3oz, 
7. One year 
8. Two yc.1rs 
9. Three ye.us 
ncwb0rn baby girl wci(:h? 
6, 5!/2lbs 
7. 6lh,; 
8, b l/llb9 
9. 7lbs 




"'· 40 5. so 















What is the average high tide in Baltimore, M<l,? 
I. 1 foot 6, 7 feet 
7, 8 feet 
8. 9 !e<:t 
h:..ve? 
Z. Z feet 
3. 4 feet 
4, 5 feet 
5. 6 feet 







14. How f'l< is it f~um Atlant;,, 
I. 
2. 
I, 000 mile~ 
i, 500 mile' 
3. 2., 000 n1il·:~ 
4. 2., 500 mli•·S 
5. 3, 0(•0 mil.:s 
Gt·oq:ia to SPa~t!e, Wa•hlngton? 
6. 3, :.;oo mile~ 
7. 4, 000 miles 
B. 4, 5:10 mile~ 
Q, !l:unc of these 
15. How many boy~ cot•s a !•:··'cal girl date t..c!ore marriage? 
I. Two 6. F.ight 
l. Four 7. T.-n 
3. F•v·~ B. Twenty 
4. Stx 9. None uf These 
5. Scvc:n 





I. One Yt'"~ 6. Four years 
2.. Two yt:~:- :J 7. Fi,·t: yc.l.r!J 
3. Two-ar::!-a-h;tlf yt"ars 8. Six yc:tr!i 
4. Thr•:c yea•' 9, l"onc of these 
5. Three-;.,,d-;,-);;t!f years 
H·.r-" ""'"Y g:aEdcl.ildrPn or. "one ,:c:.,"of :1 tn>ical f;~.mily7 
I. O:H· 6. Six 
2. Two 
3. Three 
4. Fu·: r 
'>. Fnrt: 
\':h~t i!.o the;~·.· 
I. so¢ 
z. 7':J¢ 




R. ~:i ~:ht 
9. Nine 
· ritge weekly il!lr_.w:~crc for hig~i B-:hool sophomores? 
6. $3. (l(l 
7. ~d.~,~ 
8. $·!. 00 
'). ov~ r $S. OC 
H{}\': rn.-tny fish in an i\\'elitgc S a.crc lak,_•? 
1. I, 0'10 6. b, 000 
2. ' (1(10 7. 7. 0(10 
..;. ;., 1_)()0 8. 8, 000 
·L . .J, 0'J0 9. None of the!'{' 
5. 5,000 
\'.":.~1t. is t~.e av,:r;1gc grac!c .. p-:.~int-avcr.:tgc four point 5Calc lor 
college juniers? 
i. l.O 6. 2. 75 
2. 2. or, 7. 3. 0 
' J. 2. IS 8. 3. 5 
-:. 2. 25 9. 4.0 




How many countries belong to the U. N. today? 
1. 50 6, 100 
z. 60 7. 110 
3. 70 B. 120 
~. 80 9. None of these 
5. 90 
How many bottles of beer docs the avera.t;e truck drlv•;r 
consume il.nnually 7 
1. zs 6. 
z. 50 7. 
3. 75 s. 
4. 100 9. 
s. zoo 
~uw Jon~ is the Hudson River? 
I_ l rr.ilea 6. 
z. 3 miles 7. 
3. 6 milc·s 8. 
4. 8 miles 9. 








Over 150 mtles 
l4. Wh;,t i:; the average family d~bt, inc!uc!ing 1oortr;ar,ce? 
25. 
1. $1,000 6. $7,500 
z. $l, 000 7. $10, 000 
3. $J, ooo a. SIS, ooo 












9. Over 500 
Z6. How do:c·p I• th<' trpical oil well? 
I. 1000 feet 6. 4, 000 feet 
Z. 2000 feet 7, 5, 000 feet 
3. z:;oo f.,ct 8. Under 1000 !r:-o! 
4. 3000 feet 9. o-·cr 5, 000 f..ct 
5. 3500 feet 




·1. 4 5 
s .. p 
, 
o. ~9 .., so .. 
3. 52. 






zs. At wh.lt speed do 
I. 35 mph 
Z. 40 mph 
3, 45 mph 
4. 50 mph 
5. 55 mph 
most fatal car accidents occur 7 
6, 60 mph 
7. 65 n1ph 
8, 70 mph 
9. Over 70 mph 
Z9. l!L•w many hours olccp d->e3 the average mother "'"':\in 
nightly? 
I. 4 hr:.. 6. 7 hrs. 
l, 5 h.-,, 7, Under 4 hrs. 
3. 6 !ors. 8. Over 7 hrs. 
4. 6 1/l hrs. 9. Over 8 hrs. 
5. 6 3/4 hrs, 
J(), llow "'·'")' d<'cp !HI({~ ton rq:ular-si"" cigardt"? 
I. 5 6. 10 
l. 6 7. 11 
3. 7 8. 12. 
4. 8 9. None o! these 
5. 9 
·. 
,· 
1--' 
lJl 
\0 
.. 
